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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this Masters Research Project is to determine
t he e xtent of need for subsidized housing among the physically
handicapped and s ight and hearing impaired p opulations of
Prov i dence, Rhode Island, with a view to making recommendations
f or improvements in both the supply and quality of residential
un i ts provided for these people by the Providence Housing
Authority.
In addition, an examination is made of the minimum
r equirements mandated by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (Section 504, Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended) for upgrades to the PHA housing stock, and an
a nal y sis is conducted of the necessary improvements to be made at
each of the Authority's developments during the early 1990's.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION:

1.1

STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this master's project is t o assess the
need for affordable and accessible housing for physically
disabled people in the c i ty of Providence in order to
develop guidelines, which will assist the Providence Housing
Authority in providing the number and type of housing units
that will best serve this segment of the population.
Physically disabled citizens, long an almost silent
minority, are finding a voice through federal legislation to
demand recognition, understanding of their special needs,
and accommodation of government to those needs.
The United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), in response to Section 504 of Title V of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, is requiring all
public housing authorities to increase the number of
handicapped accessible housing units available, as well as
to ensure the total accessibility of their housing
developments.

On June 2, 1988, HUD published the subject

final rule in the Federal Register at FR 20216-20254.
final rule implements Section 504.

This

Part a-Nondiscrimination

Based on Handicap in Federally Assisted Programs and
Activities of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, Subpart C-Program Accessibility contains the
requirements concerning program accessibility for public
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housing authorities (see APPENDIX A).
Briefly, these requirements are:

that a minimum of 5

percent of public housing units be wheelchair accessible,
and that 2 percent of all public housing units be accessible
to either hearing or sight impaired people.
This study documents existing conditions and
trends relative to the provision of housing for income
eligible, physically disabled people in Providence.

This

includes changes in the housing market, numbers of units
offered both by the Authority and other subsidized
organizations, the demographics of the physically disabled
within the PHA and citywide, and services available to this
group.

1.2

Background to current Housing Problems

During the mid-1980's the cost of housing escalated to
a high point between 1985 and 1986 when a statewide increase
of 31 percent for a single-family home substantially
impacted the housing market in Rhode Island.

For this same

period that was a concomitant rise in residential rents.
a study carried out by Winsor Associates (1990)

In

for the City

of Providence, it was determined that during the 1980's, in
every neighborhood in the city, except one, the rents more
than doubled.

Accompanying this increase in rents was a

rise in the percentage of income used for rent, making it
even more difficult for people on fixed incomes to pay for
housing.

2

A significant proportion of physically disabled people
fall into this fixed income category.

In a study by The

Governor's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped (1980)
it was determined that the disabled popu l ation of Rhode
Island was older, less likely to be employed, had less
education, and was more likely to be receiving assistance
than the general population.

Moreover, many of these people

require additional accessories and adaptations to their
living space, making their housing even more costly than the
general public.
The number of physically disabled people is increasing .
Wi th the continued refinement of technical skills, now
babies born after four months gestation can be saved, where
as in the past they would not have survived.

Modern

medicine also allows people to live longer, adding an
entirely new demographic category to our language;
frail elderly.

the

All these people need appropriate housing,

and many fall under the physically disabled umbrella.
If housing for the physically disabled is to be
provided it is necessary to understand who and how many fall
within the category, and how best to provide for those who
cannot afford satisfactory housing on their own incomes.
The Providence Housing Authority exists to provide safe,
decent, and affordable housing for the low income people
living in the City of Providence, and is working to expand
its services for the physically disabled.
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1.3

overview of the PHA:

organizational structure/Mission

In order to provide a context for understanding the
Providence Housing Authority's ability to respond to the
need for housing for the disabled, an overview of the
agency's mission and organizational structure is provided.
The Mission Statement for the PHA states first,

"To

provide decent, safe and sanitary housing and the highest
level of service to responsible low income families and
individuals" and second, "To create an environment which
enables residents to live respons i bly and with dignity and
to support them in their efforts to achieve selfsufficiency."
To carry out this mission, the Providence Housing
Authority was created in 1939 in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 45-25-7 of the General Laws of Rhode
Island.
The PHA is a "body corporate and politic" governed by
an eleven-member Board of Commissioners.

Nine of the

Commissioners are appointed by the Mayor of Providence, with
three of his or her appointees chosen from among the
residents of PHA developments and two elected by the City
Council from among its members.
The organizational structure of the PHA requires that
the Executive Director report to the Board of Commissioners.
He or she is responsible for implementing all PHA policies.
The six departments within the PHA are Housing Management,
Planning and Special Services, Finance and Accounting,
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Modernization and Development, Maintenance and Rental
Housing (See FIGURE 1).
The PHA owns and manages 2,630 units of low income
public housing located in thirteen developments and various
scattered sites.

Built in 1942, Chad Brown is the oldest of

the public housing sites constructed in Providence (See
FIGURE 2).

Chad Brown, Admiral Terrace and Sunset Village

have recently undergone complete renovation.

Hartford Park

and Manton Heights modernization programs are under way, and
Codding Court and Dexter Manor I modernization programs are
in the planning stages.
In addition, the Authority administers Section 8
Certificates and Vouchers, as well as the Section 8 Moderate
Rehabilitation Program which is carried out in conjunction
with the City.

This amounts to a total of 1,608 subsidized

units in addition to the PHA-owned properties.

1.4

Organization of the Study

The principal questions to be addressed in this study
are:
o

What is the demand for handicapped accessible housing
in Providence?

o

What is the supply of subsidized, handicapped
accessible housing units in Providence?

o

What are the perceived needs of this population?

o

What are the most appropriate recommendations for the
Providence Housing Authority's handicapped
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accessibility program?
In addition to this introductory chapter, this master's
research project is organized into three chapters:
Chapter Two:

A Review of Literature

The purpose of the literature review is to situate the
discussion of housing problems and policies for the
physically disabled in Providence within a more theoretical
and national context.

The literature review focuses on

eight key elements of the research:
1.

Trends in national housing, including data on home
ownership, the residential rental sector and
demographic shifts;

2.

Decreases in federal funding of public housing
initiatives since 1980;

3.

Characteristics of the disabled population in Rhode
Island and in Providence;

4.

The type, rate and characteristics of housing
production in Providence during the 1980's;

5.

The issue of housing affordability in Rhode Island's
capital city;

6.

Federal legislation specifically relating to the issue
of disabled housing provision in the public sector;

7.

State legislation which has -- or will -- impact the
provision of public housing units for the disabled; and

8.

Housing initiatives which emerge from the researcher's
examination of the literature.
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Chapter Three:

Presentation of Findings

This section of the research project includes:
1.

The study of the needs of the disabled population of
Providence as well as the resident disabled population
of the Providence Housing Authority; and

2.

A discussion of the Providence Housing Authority's
planned response to the identified needs of disabled
people.
Chapter Three is divided into six sections, as follows:

1.

Define and inventory the handicapped accessible units
available in the PHA;

2.

Identify physically disabled residents in and
applicants to the PHA, the type of units they live in
and develop a list of their needs;

3.

Inventory social services available to physically
disabled PHA residents and identify the services
needed;

4.

Inventory wheelchair accessible units available in the
City of Providence to determine the supply of such
units;

5.

Estimate the number of income eligible, physically
disabled people citywide to define the demand on the
existing housing stock; and

6.

Determine for each PHA development the physical
obstacles that have been identified by HUD, through
interviews with residents, PHA staff, and other service
providers.
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7.

Summarize the findings of the analysis developed to
determine the extent of need for handicapped accessible
units.
Chapter Four:

Recommendations

The practical outcome of this master's research project
is a set of very specific proposals for each of the housing
developments managed and operated by the Providence Housing
Authority, including the necessary actions the PHA must take
in order to bring these units into compliance with Section
504, Title V.

Information is provided, for each

development, on the following areas for action:
1.

Number of units in each development;

2.

The number of units in each public housing development
which are currently wheelchair and hearing/sight
impaired accessible;

3.

The percentage of total units in each development which
must be wheelchair and hearing/sight impaired
accessible under Section 504, Title V;

4.

The site and architectural obstacles to achieving the
HUD requirements; and

5.

Action steps that the PHA should take to bring each
development into compliance with the regulations.
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CHAPTER TWO
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1

Legislative Framework

In July of 1949 the 81st Congress passed, and President
Harry S. Truman signed, a major housing act that declared as
an objective of public policy "the realization as soon as
feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family." (Public Law 171, 63
Stat. 413 (1949))

Still, 42 years later, we continue

searching for solutions while the number of needy elderly,
poor and disabled increases at a disturbing rate.
There is, of course, a variety of reasons why we are
not yet able to catch up with ourselves.

Many of the

housing trends of the 1980's have illuminated why
affordability and availability seem to recede before us even
as governments continue to finance and subsidize housing for
low and moderate income people.
Although the focus of this paper is on the disabled
population in Providence, it is nevertheless extremely
difficult to separate the disabled from the elderly and the
poor.

First, the disabled are to a great extent poor and to

a great extent elderly.

Second, there is very little

information solely addressing disabled people.

It is only

recently that through legislation and education the disabled
are becoming a visible and articulate group.
necessary to understand some basic background
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Third, it is

information about national housing trends currently in
motion because virtually all housing issues are related.

2.2

National Housing Trends

- Decrease in Home ownership

A decline in home ownership since 1980 has eroded that
most precious of American dreams - home ownership.

Between

1940 and 1980, the percentage of those Americans owning
their own homes grew from 44 percent to 65 percent.

From

1980 to 1986 the overall drop was 1.8 percent nationally,
with a 6 percent drop for the 30-34 age group and an average
of a 4 percent drop for the 35-44 age group (Schwartz and
Hoffman 1988).
- Increase in Cost of Housing

During the 1980's the cost of housing has escalated.
The National Association of Home Builders reports that in
1977 the median cost of a new house was $48,000, and for an
existing house was $42,900.

By 1986 the cost had risen to

$92,000 for a new house and $80,300 for an existing home.
Steinleib and Hughes (1987) report that the percentage
change from 1970 to 1985, for existing single-family homes
sold was 253.2 percent for the Northeast, 192.5 percent for
the midwest, 235.1 percent for the South and 291.8 percent
for the West.
Steinleib and Hughes further explain that, "While this
rate of increase (259.4 percent nationally) was far in
excess of the overall pace of inflation as measured by the
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CPI (177 percent), the total impact on the house purchaser
was further magnified by the escalator of rising mortgage
rates." (p.143).
Renters had no easier a time, as the percentage of
families, nationally, with rent consuming above one-quarter
of their income increased from 40 percent in 1974 to 60
percent in 1983.

(Schwartz and Hoffman 1988)

The increased

costs in both owner-occupied and rental housing signify a
decline in the available housing stock affordable to the low
and moderate income people as well as a growth in the number
of people needing affordable housing.

This gap formed by

the decrease in supply and an increase in demand for
affordable housing is the area addressed by public housing.
- Increase in Homeless Population

During the 1980's there was an astonishing increase in
the number of homeless people, with the most dramatic aspect
of homelessness being the sharp increase in the number of
families without permanent shelter.

In 1984 HUD reported

that 21 percent of the homeless were families.

In 1986, the

U.S.Conference of Mayors found the number of families had
increased 31 percent over the past two years.

In 1987 a

study by the Partnership for the Homeless of New York found
a majority of cities responding to them reported over 30
percent of the homeless were families.
- Decrease in Federal Funding for Housing

A fourth trend affecting housing is the decrease in
federal spending during the 1980's.
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Expenditures on housing

programs were cut more deeply during this time than in any
other area of federal spending.

Total budget authority for

HUD diminished by 57 percent from 1980 to 1987, from $35.7
billion to $15.2 billion - from 7 percent of the federal
budget in 1978 to 1 percent in 1987 (Schwartz and Hoffman
1988) .
Across the nation, these cuts were particularly severe
in the area of new housing construction.

In the 1981 budget

33,242 new, HUD assisted public housing units were funded;
in 1984, 5,212 were funded, and in 1987, O were proposed.
The Providence Housing Authority was very fortunate in
receiving appropriations in 1987 for 240 replacement (not
additional) units to be new construction.

No additional,

newly constructed units have been added to the PHA stock
since 1983 when ninety-one units of elderly units were
built.

The last family units to be constructed were at

Manton Heights, occupied in 1954 (see FIGURE 2).
Housing vouchers, seen as an alternative to new
construction, were first funded in 1983.

Since that time

the percentage of total HUD-assisted housing that vouchers
represent for the entire country has risen from 39 percent
in 1985 to a proposed 96 percent in 1988.

Concomitantly,

the percentage of new construction (not rehab) has fallen
from 56 percent in 1982 to a proposed 4 percent in 1988
(U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 19811988) .
Most affected by this decline in housing funds are the
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elderly, handicapped persons, and low and moderate income
families who often depend on rental assistance or subsidized
public housing for their homes.

These basic federal

programs were cut by more than 70 percent in the 1980 1 s.
- Demographic Trends

Finally, there are three national demographic trends
which have predicted a shortage in the available housing for
low and moderate income people in the 1990's.

First, there

is a substantial increase in the number of households in
this country.

The size of a household in 1940 was 3.67

persons, in 1975 it was 2.94, and in 1985 it was 2.69.
(U.S.Bureau of the Census 1985a)

This statistic covers all

household types with the exception of two or more unrelated
adult households, and holds true for every region and
metropolitan area, for both owned and rented households
(Hughes and Sternlieb 1987).

This is due largely to single,

female-headed households and people living alone, many of
whom are elderly and/or disabled, all population groups that
tend to have lower incomes and live in public housing.
The second demographic trend is the increase in
longevity which has produced a new category of older people,
the frail elderly.

"The absolute annual growth of those 65

years of age and older in the 1980's was (also) less than
that of the 1970's.

But as the demographic profile of 1985

for persons living alone is reviewed, the potential burden
of support and future shelter requirements is made evident
by the nearly 11 million persons living by themselves who
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were over the age of 55." (Hughes and Steinleib 1987)

Many

of the elderly, already residing in PHA housing will "age in
place", eventually requiring a high level of care.

Housing

authorities around the country are working to establish
programs that will allow these elderly to remain in public
housing while being cared for in a humane and effective
manner.
Third, the baby boomers born in the 1950's are reaching
the 30-45 year age group.

This is the group that has

historically purchased their first home.

As their

purchasing power decreases due to the rise in the cost of
housing, their presence in the housing market, both owneroccupied and rental, will place an additional strain the on
the supply of available, affordable housing in the 1990's.
All of these national trends point to a tighter housing
market in the 1990's, particularly for the lower income
people, the elderly and the disabled.

The remainder of this

chapter focuses on the problem of meeting the "goal of a
decent home" for a specific group---the low-income,
physically disabled people in the City of Providence.

A

study of the Rhode Island and Providence disabled population
and an overview of the Providence housing market will be
followed by a summary of federal and state legislation which
affects housing for the disabled.

In addition, recent

proposals for new affordable housing initiatives by state,
local and federal government are reviewed.
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2.3

Disabled Population
The 1980 United States Census reported 36 million

disabled American citizens. This figure was ascertained
through answers to only two inquiries on the survey:
first, the noninstitutionalized people with a work
disability and those not in the work force, and second,
those persons with a public transportation disability and
those not in the work force ( U.S. Bureau of the Census
1980) .
- The 1980 Rhode Island census of Disabled People
Prior to the 1980 Census, on learning of the minimal
definitive information that would be produced about the
disabled population nationwide, the Rhode Island Governor's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped was funded to
carry out a detailed survey of the disabled population in
the state.
The 1980 Rhode Island Census of Disabled People found
that 17.6 percent of the population surveyed was disabled.
Using the Statewide Planning 1980 estimate of 944,700
residents in the state, the disabled population was
estimated to be 166,200 statewide.
The Governor's Census also estimated the number of
disabled people in all the state municipalities.

It was

estimated that 21.8 percent of the Providence population was
disabled, 4.2 percent higher than the state percentage.
Again, using Statewide Planning figures which estimated the
1980 Providence population at 154,300; the number of
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disabled people in Providence was estimated to be 33,637.
This total included all disabled people, as the
Governor's Census used the definition contained within the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, which reads, a
" handicapped i ndividual is any p erson who has a physical or
mental impairment which substant i al ly limits one or more of
such person's major life activities."

Therefore, the number

of disabled people in Providence (1980) of 33,637 covers a
broad spectrum of disability types as well as a wide range
of degree of disability.
There are three basic groups of disabilities enumerated
health, physical and mental.

i n the Governor's Census:

For

each disability group, the number and the percentage for
Providence are listed below in TABLE 1.

Again, this does

not mean that 18,097 physically disabled people in
Providence were confined to wheelchairs.

It does mean that

some are, some will be in the future, while others may never
be.

At this time there is no accurate means of predicting

the above percentages.
TABLE 1
DISABILITY COMPARISON FOR PROVIDENCE, 1980
Type of Disability

I

~

Prov. Disabled

% Prov.

Disabled

Physical Disability

18,097

53.8%

Mental Disability

11,504

34. 2 \

!-iealth Disability

4,036

1 2.0%

TOTAL

Source:

33,637

1 980 Rhode Island Census of Disabled Persons
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100%

Among other demographic characteristics stated in the
Governor's Census are:
o

6 0 percent o f the disabled population was over the
a ge of 55 a s compared with 24 percent of the
general population;

o

42 percent of the disabled population was employed
as compared with 59 percent of the general
population; and

o

Almost 75 percent of the disabled population was
receiving income from social security, public
assistance or pensions.

Since this study was completed there have been no other
comprehensive studies of the disabled population in Rhode
Island.

This has led to a serious deficit of information

regarding this population making planning for this group
difficult, and has allowed their particular problems to be
ignored.
In 1980, the elderly population comprised a large
segment of the disabled population.

The elderly, not

restricted to the disabled, is also a sizable and growing
segment of the general population.

See TABLE 2.

TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE OF PROVIDENCE POPULATION THAT IS ELDERLY
I

I
I

Age Cohort

1980 Census

1989 Estimate

1994

Projec~ion

65+ Years

9.8%

10.9%

11.1\

7 5+ Years

4.4%

5.6%

6.2\

Source:

D&B Donnelley Demographics, 1988
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l

The percentage increase in the 75+ age group from 1980
to 1994 is almost 2 (1.8)percent.
than the 65+ group.

This is .5 percent higher

As more people live longer, well into

their seventies and eighties, the ranks of the disabled will
swell with the frail elderly population.
Concurrently, with the continued refinement of
technical skills within the field of medicine, more
premature babies are surviving.

Where once a four-month

fetus born would certainly die, now they can survive; many
to be faced with severe disabilities.

These children will

also need specialized care and housing.
While definitive current figures on the disabled
population are virtually unavailable, we can anecdotally and
through projections show that the disabled population is a
substantial one (refer to Chapter Three).

More statistical

information will have to be compiled on this group in the
future, particularly as more funding becomes available
through federal and state legislation.

2.4

Housing Production in Providence
From January 1980 to June 1989, Winsor Associates

(1990) reports a total of 1,078 residential building permits
for new housing starts, representing 2,543 individual
housing units, were issued by the City of Providence.
Almost half of these permits were issued in 1987 and 1988,

in response to the housing market "boom" experienced in
1985-1987.

In 1989, the number of permits decreased,
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bringing new construction back in line with the earlyeighties at around 300 housing starts per year .

FIGURE 3

s hows the precipitous increase and eventual d ecrease of
residential construction i n the 1980's
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Winsor Associates, 1990

As to the ownership of this new construction, Winsor
Associates (1990) looked at five categories:

private,

commercial, non-profit, public and institutional.

As TABLE

3 shows, the non-profit sector representing those housing
units affordable to low and moderate income people,
comprised only 2 . 7 percent (a total of thirty) of the
building permits authorized from January 1980 to June 1989 .
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TABLE 3
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- Public sources ot Fundinq
The City of Providence supports the development of
housing for low and moderate income people through several
c hannels.

The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)

is a

yearly HUD grant to entitlement cities of funds covering all
HU D sponsored programs.

Th e size of the grant i s determined

by percentage growth in population, percentage of persons
below poverty level, and the number of housing units built
before 1940.

The funds are used at the discretion of city

officials, and may be used for programs other than housing
such as economic development, administration and public
s ervices.
In a study by the A. Alfred Taubman Center for Public
Policy and American Institutions, at Brown University,
(1988)

it is stated that:

"Overall, the 81 cities included

in our national sample, earmarked nearly half of their 1987
CDBG funds for housing programs; in Providence, less than
one-fifth of the City's CDBG entitlement was used for
housing activities."

(p.23)

In actuality, only $400,000 or

6.88 percent of the city's $5.9 million grant in 1987 went
directly to the rehabilitation of housing.
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Two other potential funding sources for low and
moderate income housing are the Urban Development Action
Grant (UDAG) and the Housing Development Action Grant
(HODAG) .

The UDAG is an economic development program, the

payback from which is to be used to support affordable
housing and community development projects.

The HODAG is

direct housing funds that require 20 percent of the units be
available to low and moderate income families for 20 years.
The Taubman study reports that 26 units of affordable
housing ($18.0 million funded) have been supplied through
the UDAG program (from 1977-1987), and 28 units have been
provided ($3.0 million funded) through the HODAG program
(from 1984-1987).
The final housing program sponsored by the City is the
Rental Rehabilitation program in which up to $5000 per
housing unit will be matched by the City for rehabilitation
of rental units.

The initial tenants, after the

rehabilitation is completed are to be low income.

This is

encouraged by supplying the first tenants with Section 8
Vouchers or Certificates.

$1.5 million in program funds

have leveraged over $2.0 million in private funds for the
rehabilitation of approximately 450 units in 119 buildings
since 1984.

Therefore, the Rental Rehabilitation program

has proved to be more efficient at producing homes for the
poor than either the UDAG or HODAG programs.
State financed housing programs that affect the low,
moderate and middle income population in Providence are
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administered through the Rhode Island Housing and Mortgage
Finance Corporation (Rhode Island Housing), an entity
established in 1973 by the state legislature to creatively
address the unmet housing needs of lower-income state
residents.

The federal government sets the definitions for

levels of income.

Low income is 50 percent and below the

median family income for the area; moderate income in 51 80 percent of the median area family income; and anything
above 80 percent would be middle income and above.
Through the sale of tax-exempt notes and bonds, as well
as direct funding from the state, Rhode Island Housing
provides mortgage assistance, repair loans, loans for nonprofit and for-profit housing construction, and emergency
housing and shelter grants.
The Taubman report is critical of the high proportion
of Rhode Island Housing funds spent on mortgages for middle
income people as contrasted with the level of funding
stipulated for housing production for low and moderate
income people.

Using figures from the Taubman report, from

1986 to 1988, over $95.8 million dollars have been available
for mortgages and only $10.0 million have been available for
housing development.

Furthermore, the report states that of

the $10.0 million earmarked for housing development, only
$5.0 million has been committed.
Neither the City nor the State has been successful in
stimulating the production of low and moderate income
housing.

The Providence Housing Authority is well aware of
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the dearth of affordable housing in Providence because
currently there are well over 2000 people and families on
the waiting list for subsidized housing. This lack of
availability coupled with the tightening of federal funds
does not auger well for affordable housing.

2.s

Housing Affordability in Providence

In New England, the housing market "boom" that
swept over this part of the country in the mid-1980's
dramatically impacted housing affordability.

During this

time Providence participated fully, drawing investors
attracted by the relatively low real estate prices (as
compared to Massachusetts and Connecticut) from all over New
England.
Winsor Associates (1990) documented real estate trends
affecting the affordability and availability of housing in
the 1980's.

The study showed that although the cost of

single-family homes rose steadily in the early 80's, a high
point was reached in 1986 when the median cost rose 31
percent statewide.

In Providence, as indicated in TABLE 4,

there was a phenomenal increase of over 88 percent in the
median cost of a single family house on the East Side (which
includes the neighborhoods of Blackstone, College Hill,
Wayland, Hope, Mount Hope and Fox Point) (see Figure 2) from
1985 to 1986: as well as the less sensational but
nevertheless major increases for the rest of the Providence
neighborhoods from 1985 to 1987.
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TABLE 4
PERCENT CHANGE IN MEDIAN SELLING PRICE OF
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
STATE
1982-1983
983-1984
1984-1985
1985-1986
1986-1987
987-1988
1988-1989

9.18X
11. 96X
12.19X
30.95X
36.36X
5.83X
2. 28X

EAST
SID E
-6 . 27".4
8 .3 6%
11.. . 81%
38. 17X
-4.00X
16 .0?X
· 4. 87X

RoMA!NOER
·) F CITY

<. .29X
2. 05X
15 .I.I..%
34.88X
t..3.10X
8.43X
5 .5 6X

SOUl\CE: Statewide MLS annual sales sLmnary

Overall, the increase in the median cost of a single
f amily home for the remainder of the city, which was 171
p ercent, was greater than the increase i n the median cost of
a single family home on the East Side where houses were
originally higher priced.

This suggests that the

traditionally less expensive neighborhoods were more heavily
impacted by the increase in real estate costs than were the
a ffluent neighborhoods.
In the rental housing market, costs kept pace with the
h ousing sales findings.

In TABLE 5, rents for 1979 and 1989

are compared.
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TABLE 5
PROVIDENCE RESIDENTIAL MARKET, 1979-1989
COMPARISON OF RENTS, HOUSEHOLD INCOMES AND AFFORDABILITY

II NEIGHBORHOOO

MEDIAN
RENT
1979

BLACKSTONE
CHARLES
COLLEGE HILL
DO\INTO'WN
ELMHURST

S254.00
$123.00
S241 . 00
S197.00
$169.00
6 ELM\.'000
S150.00
7 FEDERAL HILL
$99.00
8 FOX POINT
S152.00
9 HARTfORO
S105.00
10 HOPE
S191 . 00
~ 1 LO\IER S PROV
S114 . 00
2 MANTON
$164.00
3 MOUNT HOPE
S161.00
I, MT PLEASANT
S151. 00
5 OLNEYVILLE
S103.00
16 RESERVOIR
S160.00
17 SILVER LAKE
S138.00
18 SMITH HILL
S115.00
19 S ELM\JOCCl
$171.00
20 UPPER S PROV $121.00
21 VALLEY
$136.00
22 IJANSKUCK
S143.00
23 IJASHINGTON PK S144.00
24 IJAYLANO
S257.00
25 IJEST ENO
S125.00
2
3
4
5

CITYIJI DE
SOURCES:

~OTES:

S139.00

PER CENT
MEDIAN CHANGE
RENT (RENTS)
989 1979·89

. S. CENSUS
MEDIAN
HClJSEHOLO
INCOME
1979

IJINSOR
MEDIAN
HClJSEHOLO
INCOME
1989

IJINSOR IJINSOR
CACI
CACI MED AFFORD- AFFORD- AFFORDHOUSEHOLD ABILITY ABILITY ABILITY
INCOME
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
1989
1979
1989
1989

S725.00
S425. 00
S650 .00
S519.00
S450. 00
S385 . 00
S409. 00
S550.00
SS00. 00
S465 . 00
$400.00
$325. 00
SS00.00
$460.00
S400. 00
S475 .00
S450.00
S375. 00
S412.00
S450.00
$410.00
SS00.00
S450.00
S554.00
S425. 00

185.4%
245.5%
169.?X
163.5%
166.3%
156. 7X
313. 1%
261 .BX
376.2%
143.SX
250.9X
98.2X
21 0.6%
2:J4 .6Z
288.3X
196.9%
226. 1X
226. 1X
140.9%
271.9%
201 .sx
249 . ?X
212.5%
115.6%
240. 0X

$26 , 847.00
S12 , 170.00
S12,453.00
S7,954.00
$18,029 . 00
SS , 672.00
S7,265.00
S12, 867. 00
S9,284.00
$16,484.00
$7,450.00
S15,714.00
S9 , 967 . 00
$14,572.00
S9, 132.00
$14,438.00
$11,808.00
SS,383.00
S14,958.00
SS, 821.00
s11,on.oo
$11,632.00
$12,822.00
$16,556.00
SS,215.00

S59,009.71 S46, 153.00
S26,749.66 S21,046.00
S27,371.69 S20,633.00
S17 , 482.89 S13, 184 .00
$39,627.74 $30,452.00
$19,061.06S16,108.00
S15,968 . 47 S12,444.00
S28,281.67 $22,935.00
S20,406.23 $16,019 . 00
S36,231.83 S29,926.00
$16,375.10 S13,370.00
S34,539.37 S22,752.00
S21,907.47 S20,060.00
$32,029.26 $24, 94 2. 00
S20,072. 14 S14,998. 00
S31,734.72 S24,085 . 00
S25,953.98 S20,501 . 00
S18,425.83 S14,249.00
S32,8n.68 S16,948.00
$12,794.56 $10,459.00
$24,347.25 $18,540.00
$25,567.14 $19,602.00
$28,182.76 $21,959.00
S36,390.09 S27,249.00
$18,056.57 $13,523.00

11.4X
12 . 1X
23.2%
29 . ?X
11 .2X
20.8%
16.4%
14.2%
13.6%
13.9X
18.4%
12.5%
19 . 4%
2.4%
13.5%
13.3%
14.0X
16.5%
13. "7X
24.9X
14.?X
14.8X
13.5%
18.6X
18.3X

14.?X
19. 1X
28.5X
35.6%
13.6%
24.2%
30.?X
23.3X
29.4X
15. 4X
29.3X
11 .3X
27.4%
17.2%
23.9%
18.0X
20.8X
24.4X
15.0X
42.2X
20.2X
23.5X
19.2X
18.3X
28.2X

18.9X
24.2%
37.8%
47.2%
17. ?X
28. 7X
39.4X
28.8X
37.5X
18.6%
35.9%
17.1%
29. 9%
22. 17.
32.0X
23. 7X
26.3X
31 . 6X
29.2%
51.6%
26.5X
30.6X
24.6X
24 . 4X
37.?X

S450.00

223.?X

S11,437.00

S25, 138.53 $20,402.00

14.6%

21.5%

26.5X

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1989; R.I. uepartment of
En.,loyment Security, 1989; Providence Journal Classifieds (S.714), June-August, 1989; CACI, Inc.,
Fairfax, VA, Demograph i c and Income Forecast Report
IJinsor Associates 1989 income data for the neighborhoods is extrapolated from U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis estimates for the State of Rhode Island. A linear relationship between U.S.B.E.A.
per capita income data and median household income data is assuned. A standard inflation 111.1ltiplier
of 119.BX i s used to i nflate 1979 income data for 1989. dollars (based on an ass~tion that income
var i ations among the 25 neighborhoods have not changed between 1979 and 1989). The CACI 1989
Affordab i lity Index is a IJinsor Associates estimate based upon the CACI 1989 census tract median
household income aggregated to the standard COBG ne i ghborhoO<ls. The neighborhood nl.llbers are de rived
from the Bureau of the Census neighborhood nunber1ng system. These nl.llbers will be used throughout
the report to refer to the corresponding neighborhood where space will otherwise not permit.
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While rents more than doubled in all neighborhoods
except Manton, the largest increases were in the poorer
neighborhoods such as Hartford (376.2 percent), and Upper
South Providence (271.9 percent).

Moreover, in

neighborhoods with the lowest incomes, the percentage of
income paid for rents was the highest.

2.6

Federal Legislation

There are three pieces of federal legislation which
focus on the needs of disabled.

These are the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended,the Architectural
Barriers Act passed in 1968, and the Fair Housing Amendments
Act of 1988.

Each covers a specific facet in a growing body

of civil rights law.

The first addresses accessibility to

programs; the second, physical barriers; and the third,
landlord and tenant responsibilities.
- Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The most vital federal law affecting housing and people
with disabilities is section 504 under Title V of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

This landmark civil rights

legislation for people with disabilities states that no
qualified handicapped person may be excluded for any program
or activity supported by federal funds, or as a result of
amendments in 1978, from any program or activity of the
federal government itself.
Section 504 applies the broad definition of
"handicapped" as meaning any person who has a physical or
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mental impairment which substantially limits one or more
major life activities, who has a record of such an
impairment , or who is regarded as having such an impairment.
The focus on "program or activity" moves the emphasis
away from the built environment to the project.

For

example, if a federally funded substance abuse program is to
be held on a school campus, only those buildings actually
used in the program must be accessible so that no potential,
qualified participant is turned away due to nonaccessibili ty.

(It is important to note that these

regulations cover all federally funded programs whether they
be defense contracts or farm subsidies; not just HUD
programs.)
"Program accessibility," which is the fundamental
regulatory concept of Section 504, means that the full range
of program possibilities must be accessible.

In terms of

the Providence Housing Authority and the mandate for
accessible housing, this can be translated to mean that the
full range of developments and the full range of the
variously sized housing units must be accessible.

This does

not mean that every unit be accessible, but rather that a
portion of each development and a portion of each housing
unit size must be accessible.
The United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) has stipulated what that portion is to be:
5 percent of the total number of housing units will be
wheelchair accessible, and 2 percent of the total will be
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hearing or sight impaired accessible.

HUD has also adopted

the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standard (UFAS) as a
guideline for new construction as well as rehabilitation.
- The Architectural Barriers Act

The second key federal statute is the Architectural
Barriers Act (ABA) passed in 1968, requiring that federal
and federally funded buildings and facilities be readily
accessible to handicapped people.
by four different federal agencies:

Standards were prepared
HUD, the Department of

Defense, the General Services Administration, and the United
States Postal Service.

In 1984 the four agencies, in search

of uniformity, issued a single set of standards under the
ABA, the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS).
The UFAS is based on the Minimum Guidelines and
Requirements for Accessible Design developed by the United
States Architectural Barriers Compliance Board, an agency
established by section 502 of the Rehabilitation Act to
ensure compliance with the standards issued under the ABA.
UFAS is intended to bring consistency and uniformity to
federal and federally funded design and construction.
These regulations are enforced for new construction,
but with older buildings, accessibility standards are
applicable only when rehabilitation or renovation is carried
out.
- The Fair Housing Amendments Act

The most recent piece of federal legislation focuses
not on buildings or programs, but rather works to build a
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framework within which landlord and tenant must operate in
order to deal fairly with problems of access for the
handicapped.

The Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988

prohibits housing discrimination based on color, religion,
gender, national origin, or physical or mental handicap.
The Act makes it unlawful:
o

To discriminate in the sale or rental of housing to any
buyer or renter because of handicap;

o

To refuse to permit a tenant to modify the premises, at
his or her own expense, if such changes are necessary
to allow a person "full enjoyment" of the premises.
The landlord may then expect, within reason, for the
disabled tenant to return the premises to its previous
state when the tenant moves;

o

To refuse to make reasonable accommodations in rules,
policies, practices or services when to do so would
allow the tenant equal opportunity to enjoy the
dwelling unit, common space and public areas;

o

To fail to design multifamily units, for first
occupancy after March 13, 1991, that are accessible or
adaptable for handicapped people.

HUD's guidelines which will be published in the near
future will also include the following requirements.

In all

dwellings falling under HUD regulation there must be at
least one building entrance on a route from the street into
the building, as well as all public and common-use areas
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being accessible to a wheelchair.

In addition, all doors

must accommodate a wheelchair; each unit must have an
accessible route into and through it; electrical switches
must be placed low on the walls; bathroom walls must be
reinforced so they will support grab bars; and kitchens and
bathrooms must be designed so that a wheelchair could
maneuver within them.

In elevator buildings all units must

follow the above guidelines, in non-elevator buildings only
those units on the first floor must be so accommodating.
These requirements must be in place in all new construction
to be ready for occupancy after March 13, 1991.
- Remedies and Sanctions

The remedies and sanctions for non-compliance with
these federal statutes are considerable.

HUD is able to

withhold funding until corrective action takes place, and
affected persons may file complaints with HUD which will
initiate an investigation of compliance, as well as being
able to collect damages and fees from the funded agency.

It

is therefore extremely important to the Providence Housing
Authority, which currently is spending $25 million on
development and over $42 million on modernization, to
understand fully the obligations placed on the Authority and
to carry out the mandate to provide for that portion of the
disabled population falling within its scope of service.
Federal legislation displays a growing awareness within
the Congress of the needs of disabled people, witnessed by
the expanding body of guidelines and regulations produced by
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HUD.

From the limited accessibility required in the

Architectural Barriers Act to the explicit and broad demands
engendered by the Fair Housing Amendment Act and the
Rehabilitation Act amendments, those people with
disabilities are beginning to see changes that will
genuinely offer them accessibility to our society.

2.7

Handicapped/Housing Legislation in Rhode Island

The two pieces of Rhode Island legislation affecting
disabled persons were originally passed in 1956.

The Rhode

Island Fair Housing Practices Law 34-37.4. asserts that
"visually handicapped persons and other physically disabled
persons shall be entitled to full and equal access, as other
members of the general public, to all housing accommodations
offered for rent, lease or compensation in this state ... ''
There is nothing in this legislation requiring any
modification of real property to provide accessibility by
either the government or by the property owners.

Regarding

enforcement of the law, a citizen may file a complaint with
the Rhode Island Commission for Human Rights.

If the

Commission agrees with the complainant, the respondent is
subject to a civil action by the complainant for damages
sustained, payment of costs or punitive damages not to
exceed $500.
Discrimination against the Handicapped Law 42-87-1
reiterates the same statement on housing and the handicapped
as the above.

The major difference between the two laws is
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that under the latter, a complainant can bring an action in
Superior Court directly, but only after the Commission has
failed to act within 60 days of receiving a complaint.
It is easily understood how the federal government,
with the threat of withdrawal of funds, enjoinment or fines,
can have a much greater effect on the production and
maintenance of housing for disabled people than can state
legislation with its limited enforcement.

Even in

legislation where the Rhode Island legislature has made
funds available through Rhode Island Housing for the
specific purpose of producing units for low income people,
including the disabled, there are problems in producing the
units, as noted previously.
With the tightening of budgets at all governmental
levels, new ways must be found to produce housing for low
and moderate income people, both able-bodied and disabled.
The federal government, through the Reagan years
systematically cut back on funding for affordable housing.
Where originally the federal government was the lone support
for the majority of housing efforts, the states and local
municipalities have just begun to assume a broader role in
response to the decrease in federal funding.

2.8

Housing Initiatives

- state Initiatives
Mary K. Nenno (1990), suggest several avenues available
to state governments which will support housing production:
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o

Housing Trust Funds - which are solely funded with
state funds derived from a wide variety of sources
such as real estate transfer taxes, state lottery
receipts, appropriations from general funds, funds
from previous state housing finance agency
activity, etc.

o

Public-Private Partnerships - which involve
funding from businesses, banks and the state and
which have specific housing goals for the
development and preservation of affordable
housing.

o

State Fair Housing Requirements - which require a
"fair share" distribution of low- and moderateincome housing responsibilities among the states
municipalities, and state financial assistance in
meeting the requirement.

o

Assistance for Special Needs Households - which
offers incentives for the development of housing
for the frail elderly, the physically and mentally
disabled and the homeless.

- City Initiatives

Possibilities for city government to take a more proactive role in the production of affordable housing include:
o

Increased CDBG Housing Percentage - which would
allow city government to direct housing dollars in
the most productive manner and encourage the
development of non-profit housing organizations.
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o

A Housing Development Department - which would
train and assist non-profits in producing,
managing and maintaining affordable housing.

o

City Housing Trust Fund - which would do locally
what the state-wide housing trust fund does, only
locally.

o

city Partnerships With Local Housing Authority which would allow the city to participate in new
housing initiatives such as public housingsupported frail elderly care developments or group
homes for deinstitutionalized people within public
housing facilities.

- Federal Initiatives

While there still remains the hope that the federal
government will once again restore the previous levels of
funding, this seems unlikely in view of the federal deficit
and budget requirements.

What role then will the government

be capable of playing that will support progress in the
housing arena?

Tax breaks and other methods of incentive

financing could encourage affordable housing production;
more comprehensive income supports or subsidies for poor
people would allow broader housing choices; job training and
child care programs would off er the low income people work
alternatives and higher incomes; and expanded health
programs would give more people a better start in life.
There is a critical need for thoughtful and well
planned integration of housing, economic, community
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development and social services at all levels to best use
limited funds.
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CHAPTER THREE
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS

3.1

Dept. of Housing and Urban Development Requirements

On June 2, 1988, HUD published the fina l rule in the
Federal Register at FR 20216-20254, interpreting Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 for HUD funded agencies.
Under Section 504, qualified handicapped persons may not be
excluded from any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance, such as loans and grants or, as a
result of amendments in 1978, from any program or activity
of the federal government.

The 5 percent and 2 percent requirements are applied to
a "program in its entirety", meaning that percentages can
vary somewhat from development to development.

This is

interpreted to mean that for existing housing, authorities
must take "reasonable steps" to reach the 5 and 2 percent
goals, but if problems such as inaccessible sites exist, or
if the cost of adapting the units is excessive, HUD will
allow a degree of flexibility.

This is not the case with

new development or the overall number of units within the
housing authority.

In these instances, HUD requires proof

of undue financial hardship in order for a housing authority
to produce fewer accessible units than required.

"Accessible" means that a dwelling unit or facility
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must be designed so that it can be approached, entered and
used by people with handicaps.

The requirements for

accessibility are defined in the Uniform Federal
Accessibility Standards (UFAS) but may be superseded by more
stringent state standards.

The schedule for completion of structural changes
necessary to meet Section 504 requirements is two years or
by 11 July 1992.

On a case-by-case basis the deadline may

be extended by the Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and
Equal Opportunity for an additional two years, to July 1994.
The Secretary or Under Secretary may allow an additional
one-year extension to July, 1995.

Throughout this report, numbers and figures used as PHA
handicapped units include units currently in use and those
funded although not yet constructed.

This includes units at

Chad Brown, Admiral Terrace, Manton Heights, Hartford Park,
Scattered Site, Sunset Village and Dexter II (See FIGURE 2).

3.2

PHA Inventory of Wheelchair and Hearing/Sight Impaired
Accessible Units

- Provision of Handicapped Units Under Section 504
There are 2,630 housing units in the Providence Housing
Authority inventory.

(PHA,1989)

During the Federal Fiscal

Year 1991, the count has been temporarily reduced to 2,390
units due to the modernization of Hartford Park.
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As a

result of the demolition of three high-rise buildings, the
number of units in Hartford Park has decreased by 240, from
These 24 0 high-rise units are being replaced by

7 48 to 508.

240 scattered site units of new development, the last of
When these

which is projected to be completed by J une 1991.

a re completed, the number of PHA units will again be 2,630.

Using 2,630 as the total number of PHA units, the
federal requirement of 5 percent wheelchair accessible units
and 2 percent hearing/sight impaired accessible units are
listed below in TABLE 6 along with the number and
p ercentages of the current and funded handicapped units .
TABLE 6
FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS AND CURRENT/FUNDED UNITS
:1

•

t: n i t Type

HUD
Required

I

'

:.ihee l cha i r
Accessib l e

I

:·ear/ Sight
.>.cc essib l e
"'.'OTALS

.:i o ur c e:

II

1 J2

1
I

SJ

l

18 5

?HA Modernization

T HUD \
1 Required

cu rrent /
Fu nded

•

I

cu rrent /
!'unded

I

'

I

I

5\

SJ

2%

2\

0

0\

i

5]

a

I

l
ana Deve lo pment

I

-\

Department ,

:9 90

- current and Funded PHA Handicapped Units

In TABLE 6, a total of fifty-three wheelchair
accessible units and no hearing/sight impaired accessible
units are currently available or funded.

Of these totals,

there are seventeen wheelchair accessible units in use at
this time in the PHA:
three-bedroom.

11 one-bedroom, 4 two-bedroom and 2

Sixteen wheelchair accessible units will be

part of the complete modernization of Manton Heights, which
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should be on-line by mid-1993.

These sixteen units consist

of 3 one-bedroom, 8 two-bedroom and 5 three-bedroom units.
At Hartford Park thirty-two new units will be constructed
with eight units being wheelchair accessible:

4 two-bedroom

units and 4 three-bedroom units.
In the scattered site program there are two apartments
and 6 single-family houses that are handicapped accessible
with four bedrooms each, and four single-family, handicapped
accessible houses with five bedrooms which are slated to be
completed by June 1991. This brings the total of wheelchair
accessible units, current and funded, to fifty-three or 2
p ercent of the total PHA housing inventory.
TABLE 7 lists the current and funded units by elderly
and family categories for each PHA development.
TABLE 7
CURRENT AND FUNDED WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE UNITS
BY PHA DEVELOPMENT
~I
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-
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out of the fifty-three total wheelchair accessible
units, the one-bedroom units (11} are most prevalent in the
elderly developments, and the two- and three-bedroom units
(15 and 11, respectively) are most prevalent in the family
developments.
In the elderly developments, only Dexter II, which was
built in 1984, and Sunset Village which just completed
modernization, have any wheelchair accessible units.
FIGURE l}

(see

The remainder of the elderly developments are in

need of these units, but this will necessitate modernization
funding and extensive reconfiguration of the buildings
because the majority of the existing units are efficiencies.
Of the fifty-three total PHA wheelchair accessible
units, 22.6 percent are in the elderly developments.

Of the

total PHA inventory, the elderly units comprise 38.8
percent.

To maintain the same ratio of elderly units to

family units for wheelchair accessible units as well as nonhandicapped units, nine additional elderly, wheelchair
accessible units would need to be created.
This only addresses the current distribution of units
and does not consider whether there is a higher percentage
of handicapped people within the elderly population than
there is within the family population.

Nor does it answer

the question of demand for this type of unit.
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- Hearing and sight Impaired Accessible Units
At this time there are no fully equipped hearing or
sight impaired, accessible units in the PHA inventory.

To

meet the HUD 2 percent requirement, the PHA must be prepared
to install, as needed, appropriate appliances or accessories
to make units accessible for either hearing or sight
impairments.

Tenants and applicants must also be provided

with information on the available accommodations.
Several deaf PHA residents have either put in
blinking-light doorbells themselves or requested the
Maintenance Department of the PHA to install the fixtures,
but there has been no organized effort to fully accessorize
the units of hearing or sight impaired residents.
As a result of the new HUD guidelines, as current PHA
sight or hearing impaired residents are identified, their
units will be retrofitted with the necessary adaptations by
the PHA Maintenance Department.

Each development must have

these aids available to residents, in the number of units
required by the HUD 2 percent guideline.

3.3

PHA Disabled Population

- current PHA Disabled Resident Population
The population of the Providence Housing Authority
as of February 1990 was 3,936 people; 2,836 in the family
developments and 1,100 in the elderly developments.
1989)

The family residents comprise 72% of the PHA

population and the elderly comprise 28%.
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(PHA,

To determine what portion of the above PHA resident
population was handicapped, Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) figures for PHA residents were studied.

SSI is a

federal stipend paid monthly to people who have been
evaluated and found to be either physically or mentally
disabled.
Using SSI information supplied by residents on
applications and recertification, social workers and housing
management staff separated the handicapped residents into
either the mentally handicapped or the physically
handicapped category.
Using this procedure, of the 3,936 PHA residents, 8.1
percent or 319 people were identified as receiving SSI for
physical disabilities and 3.8 percent or 150 people were
receiving SSI benefits for mental disabilities.
TABLE 8 shows the distribution of mental and physical
disability among PHA residents.
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TABLE 8
SSI RECIPIENTS BY PHA DEVELOPMENT
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The percentage (8.1) of physically disabled residents
is not the percentage of physically disabled residents
r equiring wheelchair accessible units.

The residents

requiring wheelchair accessible units would be included in
the 8.1 percent, but only as a sub-set of that group.

The

319 SSI identified people would include the severely
p hysically impaired people, but the scope of physical
handicaps within the SSI grouping would be much broader,
i ncluding people using canes and crutches, as well as
wheelchair-bound people.

Nevertheless, many of this larger

group who are not severely disabled will at some time in the
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future come to depend on the extra help offered by the
handicapped units.

This includes the elderly and the

chronically ill whose level of care will probably increase
with age.
Although this study does not deal with mentally
disabled residents of PHA developments, these people do
impact the general resident population.

As shown in TABLE

8, 11.7 percent of the entire elderly population is mentally
disabled.
In Carroll Tower the percentage of mentally disabled
people is almost 14.5, bringing with it many problems of
management and care.

The perception that the mentally

disabled bring chaos and fear into the elderly developments
is very real to many of the elderly residents.

The mentally

disabled are not directly supervised by any state agency and
a substantial number of the mentally disabled in the highrise buildings forget to take their medication or are
substance abusers.

The PHA does not currently have adequate

funding or staff to extend the degree of care necessitated
by these conditions to its residents.
The results of this lack of supervision are being
addressed by the Planning and Special Services Department of
the PHA with the help of The Providence Center.

The

Providence Center has been designated by the state as the
mental health center for the Providence Catchment Area, and
many of the mentally disabled residents of the PHA are
clients of The Providence Center.
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The family developments have very low percentages of
both types of disabilities.

This is partially due to a lack

of availability of handicapped units in the family
developments, but it also results from the fact that many
disabled people are afraid to live in the family
developments.

During interviews with service providers,

several suggested that they had clients in need of
subsidized, handicapped apartments, but that the clients
refused to apply for residency in the family developments
because they view them as dangerous.

They would, on the

other hand, be pleased to live in one of the scattered site
units currently under construction.
The PHA is in an excellent position to change the
negative perception of the family developments.

Money is

being spent through modernization to update the family units
and make the development sites more attractive and safe.
Now is the opportune time to reach out into the community,
disabled and non- disabled, to encourage and reassure people
that the PHA is making every effort to offers residents of
Providence safe, decent and affordable housing.
- Physically Disabled PHA Residents
During research for this topic, senior staff members
were asked to provide information regarding the type and
extent of the disabilities of the residents listed as
receiving SSI (a sub-set of the SSI physically disabled,
TABLE 8).

Those residents were recorded as having serious

mobility, sight or hearing problems.
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This resulted in a total of sixty-three disabled
tenants or 1.6 percent of the total PHA resident population:
sixteen (25 percent) living in family developments and 47
(75 percent) living in elderly developments.

The sixty-

three total is 20 percent of the SSI recipients accounted
for as physically handicapped.

The major handicaps of these

residents are:
Mobility

. . .

41

Blindness

.

13

Deafness
Mute
Total

7

. . .
. . .

~

63

These residents were invited by the PHA during the
spring of 1990 to participate in focus groups aimed at
learning about the problems of physically disabled people.
Both the dwelling units as they are currently designed, and
the common areas of the developments were discussed.
- Physically Disabled Applicants

The number of PHA disabled applicants as of 15 June
1990 was twenty-one or 1.5 percent of the total 1,400
applicant pool.

This is very close to the percentage of

disabled residents to total residents (1.6 percent).
the applications were for family development units and
eleven were for elderly units.
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The

handicaps of the

Ten of

applicants are:
Mobility

15

Blindness

1

Deafness

-2

Total

21

Disabled applicants follow the same verification
process as the non-disabled.

These families may, however,

qualify for a higher priority due to the "Federal Preference
Guidelines" if they can document that their present housing
"endangers the health, safety and well-being of the family."
For example, a person in a wheelchair who lives on the
second floor and must be carried upstairs would qualify for
this priority.

A letter from a doctor or social worker

would be sufficient documentation.
There is also a "Handicap Verification" form (APPENDIX
B) which a doctor can complete to verify a handicap for a
person not receiving SSI.

For example, this form would

entitle a hearing impaired person who works (if he or she is
a head of household or spouse) to a deduction from his or
her rent because of the disability.
The Tenant Selection Off ice of the PHA does outreach to
various social service agencies which aid the disabled.

The

PHA will be sending flyers or providing speakers for groups
in order to encourage people to apply for public housing.
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3.4

units Needed to House Disabled Residents and Applicants

At this time, no able-bodied people are living in any
of the PHA handicapped units, but many d isabled residents
a re living in non-handicapped units.

~o

oegin to determine

t he need for handicapped units within the PHA, TABLE 9 shows
the discrepancy between the number of handicapped units
needed to house both the current PHA handicapped population
( as specified by the management) and applicants on the
The demand for O -

waiting list, and the number available.
5 bedroom units by both groups

(residents and applicants)

is

c ompared with the number of current and funded PHA
h andicapped units.

I n this way the unfulfilled need for

handicapped units,

in the near future, can be indicated.
TABLE 9
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TABLE 9 indicates that the largest discrepancy in
supply and demand exists in the smaller sized units.

Adding

together the efficiency (0-BR) and one-bedroom numbers, the
shortfall is currently thirty-seven units.

These are taken

together because efficiency apartments are not large enough
to accommodate a disabled person, as mentioned previously in
this report.

This problem is almost exclusively a problem

so

with the elderly in the high-rise buildings where most of
the units are efficiencies and many of the households are
for one person.
There is little demand for efficiencies or one-bedroom
handicapped units in the family developments where space
needs (usually for children) dictate larger units.
Furthermore, development managers concur that, for safety
reasons, single disabled people should generally be housed
in the elderly developments.
The number of three-, four- and, five- bedroom units in
TABLE 9 show a surplus, albeit a very small one.

These

figures do not address those handicapped families who,
through income eligibility, outreach by the PHA and
improvements in security and appearance, might look to the
PHA for housing in the future.

3.5

Social Services Provided by the PHA

The PHA Planning and Special Services Department was
created in 1989 in response to the growing need to include
social services as an essential element in the provision of
safe and decent housing for PHA residents.

Prior to that

time, the only services available to the residents were from
outside providers.

Since 1989, the services provided by the

PHA have increased as available funds have been found to
support programs.
At this time the Director of Planning and Special
Services of the PHA describes the provision of social
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The Department hopes to continue

services as "expanding."

i ncreasing the current scope of services which i ncludes
s ocial workers, drug prevention coordinators, y outh
programs, education programs, preparation for community
li ving and senior transportation .
Some of these programs are provided in the PHA
d evelopments but are supported by outside agencies.

See

TABLE 10 for an inventory of social services provided for
PHA residents.

TABLE 10
INVENTORY OF SOCIAL SERVICES AVAILABLE TO PHA RESIDENTS

Development
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Chad Brown
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y es

y es
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I
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1.
2.

J.
4.
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Source:

5.
6.
7.
8.
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Visiting Nurse
MealSite
Senior Tra nsportat i on

PHA Planning and Special Services Department
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- Services for Disabled PHA Residents
Although there are no programs specifically focused on
the handicapped population of the PHA, disabled PHA
residents do participate in the services available to all
residents.

Programs such as counseling, transportation for

seniors, meals provided on site and visiting nurses are
particularly relevant to disabled people.

The Planning and

Special Services Department is looking for funds to support
disabled people and their specific needs.

3.6

Citywide Inventory of Wheelchair Accessible Units

- Methodology
Using the "Listing of HUD Multifamily Housing" compiled
by HUD, Providence Office, the PHA conducted a telephone
survey of all the HUD insured/subsidized Providence housing
developments to identify the number of subsidized wheelchair
accessible units available.

Each development manager was

asked how many wheelchair accessible units there were and
the number of bedrooms in each.

The name of each

development and number and size of the handicapped units
available are provided in APPENDIX C.
David Spader, a volunteer from PARI Independent Living
Services (a support agency for physically handicapped
people), generated the appendix.

Mr. Spader is planning to

use this data as a first step in setting up a statewide
housing referral service for disabled people.
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- Results of the survey
Out of the seventy developments in Providence which
were surveyed (PHA included), there were 7,633 subsidized
housing units, 366 or 4.8 percent of which were wheelchair
accessible.

Thirty-six of the handicapped units were

efficiencies (10 percent), 248 were one-bedroom units (68
percent), 58 were two-bedroom units (16 percent), 12 were
three-bedrooms (3 percent), 8 were four-bedroom units (2
percent), and 4 were five-bedroom units (1 percent).
All of the three-bedroom units except one, as well as
all the four- and five-bedroom units, are part of the PHA
inventory.

There appears to be a decided lack of larger

units elsewhere in the city, leaving the support of larger
families with disabled persons the responsibility of the
PHA.
During the telephone survey it was discovered that
although there were at least 366 wheelchair accessible units
available throughout the city, many of them were rented by
non-handicapped persons.

Several of the managers stated

that they had difficulty in finding handicapped tenants and
many handicapped people did not know where suitable
apartments were available.
The spatial distribution of wheelchair accessible units
(PHA included) is shown by census tract (FIGURE 4) and by
neighborhood (FIGURE 5).

Census Tract 30 had the highest

number of units (54) and Tracts 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 were
conspicuous by the absence of any subsidized units.
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(FIGURE

FIGURE 4
HUD SUBSIDIZED WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE UNITS IN PROVIDENCE
BY CENSUS TRACT
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FIGURE 5
HUD SUBSIDIZED WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE UNITS IN PROVIDENCE
BY NEIGHBORHOOD
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4)

The majority of the units were in a path north to south,

from Mount Hope (65) through Downtown (29) to the West End
(51), Elmwood (40) and Upper South Providence (19).
5)

(FIGURE

There were also sixty-five units in Manton and

Olneyville.

This pattern coincides with the areas that

house the less affluent population groups in the city.
- Future Development

The HUD Providence Off ice reported that there is
unlikely to be an increase of wheelchair accessible units in
Providence in the near future, financed by HUD programs.
Michael Dziok, Director of HUD's Development Division,
stated that as of 29 June 1990 there were no approved
projects, with wheelchair accessible units, in the pipeline.

3.7 citywide Estimate of Disabled Population

- current Information

Current figures relating to the number of physically
handicapped people in Providence are not available.

Neither

the city nor the state tracks this population, and most
agencies that service disabled people have limited
i nformation on their clients.

The service agencies, because

they focus on a small segment of the population, keep all
their information on a statewide basis.

Moreover,

restricted funding makes statistics, the systems necessary
to keep them current, and the staff to carry out research,
close to impossible.

Only Meeting Street School, which

serves developmentally disabled children, and the Child
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Development Center were able to produce the numbers of
clients living in Providence and those receiving assistance.
- Methodology

The most current information on Rhode Island's
disabled people was compiled in 1980 by the Governor's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped.

These figures

were used,
along with the U S Census, 1980, and the D&B - Donnelley
Demographics population projection to determine an estimate
of the disabled population in Providence, the subset of
which was below 80 percent of median income, and the
additional subset which was physically disabled.

(See

APPENDIX D)
The number of physically disabled people is not to be
equated with the group of disabled people who require
wheelchair accessible units.

That group is a small subset

of the larger physically disabled population.

This study

was not able to determine an acceptable number for this
group due to lack of published information.
TABLE 11 shows the total Providence disabled
population, the number of that group which is below 80
percent of median income and the number of that group which
is physically disabled, as opposed to mentally or for
disabled for health reasons.

The types of physical

disabilities and the percent of the total handicapped
population of Providence are listed after the table.

Again,

there is no way of knowing what percent of each physically
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d isability group,

i n each year, needs an accessible unit.
TABLE 11

PROVIDENCE HANDICAPPED POPULATION FOR 1980, 19 89, 1994
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The listing of physical disabilities and the percentage
each represents of the total Providence disabled population
( used i n TABLE 1 1 ) i s as follows:
Hearing Impairment

4.5%

Vision Impairment .

8.9%

Amputee .

2.8%

Non-paralytic Orthopedic .

13.1%

Stroke .

3.9%

Spinal Cord Injury

1. 9%

Arthritis .

13.6%

Multiple Sclerosis .

0.3%

Polio .

0.9%

Muscular Dystrophy

1. 4%

Cerebral Palsy .

.2.5%

Although the category of physically disabled is much
larger than the group of physically disabled that need
wheelchair accessible units, it is the most accurate set of
figures available on the handicapped population.
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It also

points out that there is a group of people within the
general population about which little is known, while the
needs of this group are substantial.

The PHA is working to

offer those people who have limited incomes, safe and decent
housing.

3.8

Resident and community Input
This section addresses additional findings from the

qualitative research of the focus groups, interviews with
service providers, and recommendations arising from the
physical analysis of the PHA housing stock in conjunction
with the HUD requirements.
Many of the problems of accessibility within the PHA
housing developments are best understood by the disabled
residents themselves.

In order to get the broadest possible

response, the PHA Housing Management Department, in May and
June of 1990, notified directly the sixty-three, seriously
disabled residents that their input was requested.

Twenty-

eight disabled tenants attended one of the meetings.
Meetings were held in nine of the developments during
the early summer to discuss what improvements the physically
disabled residents would like to see initiated by the PHA.
Four basic areas were covered:

accessibility within the

dwelling units, accessibility in the non-dwelling unit
areas, social service provision and quality of life.

Three

staff members were present during the discussions, one from
the Modernization and Development Department, one from the
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Housing Management Department and one from the Maintenance
Department.
During this period interviews were also held with area
service providers such as the MS Society, R I Project Aids,
Insight and PARI Independent Living Service; government
agencies such as R I Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation, Providence Department of Human Services and
R I Department of Elderly Affairs; and Mayor's Commission on
the Handicapped and the Governor's Commission on the
Handicapped.

The representatives of all these groups were

asked what they knew of the physically disabled population
in Providence and what suggestions they might make from
their area of expertise regarding housing for the low and
moderate income physically disabled people.

- Suqqestions on Unit Size
At the meetings with PHA physically disabled residents,
apartment size was one of the major issues.

There was a

general agreement that one-bedroom units were most
appropriate for the elderly developments and the two- and
three-bedroom units were most needed in the family
developments.
The disabled residents from the highrise buildings,
many of whom live in efficiency apartments, felt that
efficiency units were too small to accommodate a disabled
person.

The consensus was that a one-bedroom unit was the

most comfortable for one person, and a two-bedroom unit was
best suited for two people, if one was handicapped.
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The

residents also stated that disabled people should live on
the lower floors to make exiting the building easier in case
of an emergency, and that blind people should have units
close to the elevators.
At the meetings for the disabled in the family
development meetings, the residents also felt that space was
the most important commodity.

As in the elderly buildings,

it was stated that a family of two with one person
handicapped needed the extra space afforded by two-bedrooms.
A disabled person requires a room for himself or herself
because of physical discomfort and/or for the machinery or
equipment needed for health maintenance.

If there are

children in the family, then the need for bedrooms increases
to three, four or five.
Diane Martin, Clinic Coordinator of the Child
Development Center at Rhode Island Hospital recorded 112
cases of orthopedically handicapped children, living in
Providence, who are also on medical assistance.

She stated,

"The majority of these families live in tenement houses
which make it very difficult for these children to go in and
out of their homes.

Many are carried in their wheelchairs

up and down stairs which is a very unsafe situation to say
the least.

The vast majority of these children have

siblings which would necessitate a three-bedroom home."
- suqqestions for Social services
Some of the ideas suggested by PHA residents for
improving social services for the disabled living in PHA
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developments are:
o

A system be arranged for residents to receive temporary
medical assistance.

For example, a resident is in need

of eye drops four times a day until she has her
cataract removed.

Someone helps her twice a day, but

she has to do it herself twice.
and spills the drops.

She is very nervous

If she had someone to assist her

over the next few weeks, it would help.
o

A buddy system be established which would pair ablebodied residents with handicapped residents for the
purpose of assisting in case of an emergency.

o

People are very often inconsiderate of handicapped
persons, particularly in the family developments.

A

session explaining about disabled people and how to
treat them should be included as part of the Living
Skills program (a series of classes attended by every
new PHA tenant at which housekeeping and community
responsibility are taught).
o

There is a serious lack of transportation for
handicapped residents and additional vans are needed.

o

Programs aimed at supporting the integration of young
disabled people into the general community are needed.

o

More advocacy for handicapped people is needed both
within the PHA and in the wider community.

For

example, many of the city bus shelters are placed in
the middle of the sidewalks, making wheelchair passage
impossible.

A staff member or group of disabled PHA
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residents to listen and speak up for handicapped needs
would help.

- suqqestions for the Visually Impaired

The representation of blind and deaf people at the
meetings of PHA handicapped residents was small and not very
vocal.

These handicaps seem to have a much greater social

impact on people, leaving them more isolated than mobility
handicapped people.

Special attention should be given to

assisting blind and deaf people in dealing with both social
and physical limitations.
Caldy Schire, a rehabilitation instructor from Insight,
a multi-service agency for the vision impaired, suggested
ways in which to aid blind people in coping with their
environment:
o

Large dials on stoves, thermostats, etc.

o

Non-glare, bright lights throughout unit

o

Shallow storage spaces

o

Notices written in large print or on tape

o

Signature lines in heavy magic marker

o

Apartments near the elevators

o

Extra security at the entrance doors as blind people
feel very vulnerable when groping with locks and keys

o

Mailboxes at the edges of the bank of mailboxes and
marked with tactile tape
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- suggestions Most Often Requested

There were certain requests that were repeated at
almost all the resident meetings.

These items are listed

below: of the meetings:
o

Grab bars by every toilet and tub

o

Roll-in showers

o

Handrails in hallways (both sides if possible)

o

Slower-closing elevator doors

o

Front doors that are easier to open

o

More well-placed curb cuts

o

More handicap parking with stricter enforcement

o

More and lower emergency cords within the units

o

Larger and lower peep holes

o

Accessible public rest rooms

o

Buddy-system for emergencies

o

More aids for blind and deaf persons

The residents were also in general agreement that
disabled people should not live in efficiency units as there
was not enough space for equipment; that handicapped people
should live on the first two floors of highrise buildings;
and that blind people should have units near elevators.
One item deserves special attention not only because it
was brought up at all the PHA meetings, but because it was
also mentioned by every service provider for the mobility
impaired.

Everyone agreed that a wheel-in shower offered

wheelchair users the greatest amount of self-sufficiency.
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However, wheel-in showers are very expensive to install and
not so convenient for able-bodied adults and children.

This

is a design and financial problem that the PHA must address.

3.9

Physical Accessibility

- Accessibility to Non-Dwellinq Areas
HUD requirements for Section 504 federal regulations
for handicapped accessibility include both access within the
dwelling unit and access to the unit.

Handicap access to

the unit involves providing an "accessible route" (a
wheelchair must be able to move from public transportation,
development roads or driveways and sidewalks up to the
entrance), an accessible entrance to the building, and
accessible common areas, public rest rooms and elevators.
The Providence Housing Authority Maintenance Department
conducted a survey of all the developments to ascertain
whether the approach, entrance, common areas, public rest
rooms and elevators were accessible.
findings by development.
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TABLE 12 shows the

TABLE 12
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY TO NON-DWELLING UNIT AREAS
BY DEVELOPMENT
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Most of the buildings in the FHA inventory were
originally constructed prior to the general understanding of
the importance of extended accessibility for disabled
people.

Therefore, many of the elderly buildings have

a ccessible entrances, but do not have wheelchair accessible
public rest rooms or wheelchair accessible elements within
the apartments.
In the family developments, Chad Brown and Admiral
Terrace, which have recently completed modernization, all
non-dwelling elements are accessible.

Manton Heights and

Hartford Park are undergoing modernization and will be
accessible when completed.

The percentage of scattered

site units that are designated as handicapped accessible
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will be so upon completion of construction.

Neither Codding

Court or Roger Williams Homes are accessible.

3.10 Summary
- PHA Demand for Handicapped Housing

In response to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, HUD has placed quotas for handicapped units on all
public housing authorities.

The Providence Housing

Authority must provide 132 wheelchair accessible units and
53 hearing or sight impaired units.

The PHA has fifty-three

wheelchair accessible units either currently or funded
through modernization now underway.

Seventy-nine more are

needed to meet the quota.
The PHA has no fully equipped hearing or sight impaired
units.

The federal requirements are fifty-three of these

units, but it also stipulates that they can be retrofitted
on an as-needed basis up to the number or percentage
required.
Using SSI information first 319 residents were
identified as physically disabled.

Then a sub-set of that

group which was seriously disabled was isolated, bringing
the total of residents needing handicapped equipped
apartments to sixty-three.

The applicant pool for the PHA

was studied and twenty-one seriously disabled public housing
applicants were identified.
Comparing the number of wheelchair accessible units
needed by both residents and applicants (56), and the number
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of wheelchair accessible units current and funded (53), the
result is a surplus of three.

HUD is requiring 132

wheelchair accessible units, leaving a surplus of 135.
Under present conditions, the PHA will be able to absorb the
current and near future physically disabled resident
population.
- Impact of citywide supply and Demand

In spite of the lack of crisis shown in the PHA
estimate of need for wheelchair accessible handicapped
units, there still remains a largely undetermined physically
disabled population within the City of Providence which
includes a smaller sub-set of people requiring wheelchair
accessible units.

With many of the 366 wheelchair

accessible units occupied by able-bodied people, and most
disabled people living in non-accessible units, there is no
definitive supply and demand relationship.
It has not been documented as to why more disabled
people requiring wheelchair accessible units have not placed
a greater demand on the PHA for housing, but two reasons
were suggested by PHA residents and staff, and community
service providers:
o

There is a lack of outreach into the handicapped
community by all housing providers.

At the same

time there has been a lack of organized effort by
the handicapped community to centralize housing
information.

This is partially due to the fact

that handicapped apartments have not been well
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marketed or in great supply, so that handicapped
people have not had reason to establish a strong
housing network.

The HUD requirements may well be

a stimulus to both the production and appropriate
occupancy of these units.
o

There is a stigma attached to public housing for
handicapped people who, for good reason, have a
great concern for physical safety.

Handicapped

people will normally avoid an environment that has
a reputation of drug problems and crime.

This

feeling extends beyond the handicapped population
into the general community.

The PHA is making

every effort through its Planning and Social
Services, Housing Management and Maintenance
Departments to address these problems.

The expansion of housing opportunity to the disabled
people in our community is essential, as it is part of the
mission of the PHA to serve the low income residents of
Providence.

Because this population is relatively untapped,

and undefined, the number of wheelchair accessible units
should exceed the expressed need of current PHA tenants and
applicants.

This assumption is supported by the lack of

handicapped housing to be constructed with HUD funding in
the near future.

An effort should be made to approach as

closely as possible, the number of handicapped units
required by HUD.
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We need to learn more about the needs of the general
population of disabled people and their housing of choice.
Are they willing to move from their neighborhoods into
public housing, particularly if the disabled person is not
the head of household?

Other governmental agencies such as

Rhode Island Housing with its Special Needs program to
modify homes for persons with disabilities should serve
people who choose not to relocate.
The PHA needs to continue its investigation of the
disabled population including market studies focused on the
demand for additional subsidized housing.

The scope on

housing needs of the disabled population cannot be met by
one agency.

The PHA should not and cannot assume the

obligation to house all these people, but it can lead the
way by offering well-designed affordable housing to the
physically disabled.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter provides specific plans for conversion of
units within each of the developments to wheelchair
accessible units, as well as the construction of new
handicapped units.

Each development has been analyzed and

the obstacles to accessibility studied.

After weighing the

obstacles, financial and/or structural, against the HUD
requirements, a plan is presented.

4.2 The Plan
- Hearing and Sight Impaired Accessible Units

The hearing and sight impaired accessibility element of
the Plan as it applies to existing housing will be
implemented through the retrofitting of units as disabled
residents are identified.

Where new units are under

construction, 2 percent will be fitted with all necessary
equipment.
- Wheelchair Accessible Units

1. Chad Brown

198 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

10 Units (3 currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

4 Units (0 Currently)

A. Conditions:

Chad Brown has recently completed

modernization.

There are only three, first floor units

in the development and all of them are one-bedroom.
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Because conversion to handicapped always results in
losing one bedroom, these units would be unacceptable
as efficiencies.

All other units are row houses with

bath and bedrooms on the second floor making design
changes prohibitively costly.
B. Recommended Action:

None of the existing units lend

themselves to conversion to handicapped accessible due
to size and configuration.

No additional handicapped

units are planned.

2.

Admiral Terrace

162 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement = 8 Units (2 currently)
2% Hear/Sight Requirement
A.

Conditions:

=

3 Units (0 Currently)

Admiral Terrace has recently completed

modernization in conjunction with Chad Brown.

All non-

handicapped units are row houses with bath and bedrooms
on the second floor making conversion costly.
B.

Recommended Action:

None of the existing units

lend themselves to conversion to handicapped accessible
units due to configuration.

No additional handicapped

units are planned.

3.

Manton Heights

330 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement = 16 Units (16 Funded)
2% Hear/Sight Requirement
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=

7 Units (O Currently)

A.

Conditions:

None

B.

Recommended Action:

Partial funding has been

received from the Comprehensive Improvement Assistance
Program (CIAP) for the complete modernization of Manton
Heights, including the conversion of 16 units to
wheelchair accessibility.

A construction contract for

Phase I is expected to be awarded in August/September,
1990 with completion in approximately 2 years.

Common

spaces and accessible routes will also be addressed
through modernization.

4.

Hartford Park/Extension

508 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

25 Units (8 Funded)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

10 Units (0 Currently)

A.

Conditions:

Partial funding has been received from

CIAP and Major Reconstruction of Obsolete Properties
(MROP) for the modernization of Hartford Park.

Because

of both structural and financial reasons none of the
existing units can be converted to handicapped units.
B.

Recommended Action: Thirty-two new units have been

funded and will be constructed on the site.
32 units, 8 will be wheelchair accessible.

Of these
Common

spaces and accessible routes will also be addressed
during modernization.

5.

Codding Court

119 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement
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=

6 Units (O currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement
A.

Conditions:

=

2 Units (0 Currently)

Common area and public rest rooms are

not handicapped accessible.

In the five buildings

within the development there are 11 one-bedroom units,
18 two-bedroom units, 8 three-bedroom units, and 2
four-bedroom units on the first floors.
B.

Recommended Action:

Funds for planning have been

requested in both the 1989 and 1990 CIAP applications.
The PHA will continue to request funds for initial
planning for modernization. In the interim, the PHA
will request funding for the handicapped units
separately in its 1991 CIAP application. Six
handicapped accessible units will result from
modernization; 4 units will have 2 bedrooms and 2 units
will have 3 bedrooms.

Common spaces and accessible

routes will also be addressed during modernization.
However, the community room, which is in the basement
of one of the buildings, does not lend itself to
conversion due to structural and financial reasons.

6.

Roger Williams

40 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

2 Units (0 Currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement = 1 Unit
A.

Conditions:

(O Currently)

Roger Williams is not scheduled for

modernization in the near future.

The development

consists of 2 buildings which have a total of 4 onebedroom units, 4 two-bedroom units, 4 three-bedroom
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units and 4 four-bedroom units on the first floors.
B.

Recommended Action:

Funds to retrofit 2 units for

wheelchair accessibility will be requested in the 1991
CIAP application.

It is anticipated that 1 two-bedroom

unit and 1 three-bedroom unit will be created.

Common

spaces and accessible routes will also be addressed
during modernization.

7.

Scattered Site

252 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

13 Units (13 funded)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

5 Units (0 funded)

A.

Obstacles:

None

B.

Recommended Action:

Twelve units have been

completed and funds have been reserved for construction
of 240 more units.

Seven handicapped units have been

contracted for with six additional units to be included
in the second phase of construction.

All units are

expected to be completed by the summer of 1991.

8.

sunset Village

24 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

1 Unit (2 Currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

1 Unit (0 Currently)

A.

Conditions:

Sunset Village has recently completed

modernization in conjunction with Chad Brown and
Admiral Terrace.

It has the required number of

wheelchair accessible units, but the common room is on
the second floor and the public rest rooms are not
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accessible.
B.

Recommended Action: FY 1991 CIAP funds will be

requested to address all outstanding handicapped
accessibility issues.

At this time it does not seem

feasible from either a structural or financial point of
view to make the second floor common areas handicapped
accessible.

The residents of Sunset Village can and do

make use of the Chad Brown/Admiral Terrace community
facilities, including a community center, nearby which
are accessible.

9.

Dexter I

200 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

10 Units (O Currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

4 Units (O Currently)

A.

Conditions:

The elevator doors close too quickly,

the sidewalks are uneven making wheelchair travel
difficult, and the public rest rooms are not wheelchair
accessible and none of the units are handicapped
accessible.

B.

Recommended Action:

made in-house.

Elevator adjustments will be

Funds for making the public rest rooms

wheelchair accessible and the sidewalks more even will
be requested in the FY 1991, along with a request for
modernization funding.

In order to provide sufficient

wheelchair accessible units, apartments will have to be
reconfigured, probably resulting in the loss of 1 unit
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for every 2 one-bedroom handicapped accessible units
created.

A total of 6 additional handicapped units

will be created.

When combined with the number of

Dexter II handicapped units (10), the total will be one
handicapped unit above the 5% requirement (15).

FY

1991 CIAP funds will be requested to address all
outstanding handicapped accessibility issues, as well
as using operating dollars for low cost items.

10.

Dexter II

91 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement = 5 Units (10 Currently)
2% Hear/Sight Requirement
A.

Obstacles:

=

2 Units

(0 Currently)

Dexter shares common space with Dexter

I, therefore, the public rest rooms are not accessible,
the sidewalks are uneven and the elevators close too
quickly.
B.

11.

Recommended Action:

Carroll Tower

See Dexter I

198 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

10 Units (O currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

4 Units (O currently)

A.

Conditions:

Front doors are very heavy for

residents in wheelchairs to manipulate easily.
B.

Recommended Action:

Funds for planning the

retrofitting of units for wheelchair accessibility, as
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well as all outstanding handicapped accessibility
issues will be requested in the FY 1991 CIAP
application.

12.

Kilmartin Plaza

106 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

= 5 Units (0 Currently)

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

A.

Conditions:

2 Units

(0 Currently)

Public rest rooms are not wheelchair

accessible.
B.

Recommended Action:

Funds for planning the

retrofitting of units for wheelchair accessibility, as
well as all outstanding handicapped accessibility
issues, will be requested in the FY 1991 CIAP
application.

13.

Parenti Villa

198 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement

=

2% Hear/Sight Requirement

=

A.

Conditions:

10 Units (O Currently)
4 Units (O currently)

Front doors are very heavy for

wheelchair people to manipulate easily, and public rest
rooms are not wheelchair accessible.

B.

Recommended Action:

Funds for planning the

retrofitting of units for wheelchair accessibility, as
well as all outstanding handicapped accessibility
issues,

will be requested in the FY 1991 CIAP

application.
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14.

Dominica Manor

204 Units

5% Wheelchair Requirement = 10 Units (O Currently)
2% Hear/Sight Requirement
A.

Conditions:

=

4 Units (O Currently)

Front doors are very heavy for

wheelchair people to manipulate, and a curb cut is
needed directly in front of the main entrance door.
B.

Recommended Action:

Funds for planning the

retrofitting of units for wheelchair accessibility, as
well as all outstanding handicapped accessibility
issues, will be requested in the FY 1991 CIAP
application.

4.3

conclusion

The physical improvements listed above are merely
the first step toward meeting the needs of physically
disabled people by addressing the minimum HUD requirements
of Section 504, Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
The next step for the Providence Housing Authority is to
acquire funding that will produce these changes.

HUD,

through the Comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program,
must provide funds with which housing authorities can
implement the regulations.

Furthermore, other avenues for

funding must be explored.
Dealing equitably with the physically disabled
population is an ongoing process, one that has just begun.
Learning more about the numbers and conditions of these
people is imperative.

Information is at a minimum, a
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condition that must change before the problems of housing
for the physically disabled can be creatively met.
Responsibility for gathering this information must partially
fall on the disabled themselves.

It would expedite

assistance to the disabled if an organization such as
PARI(see CHAPTER 3, Citywide Inventory of Wheelchair
Accessible Units) which already is a center for information
for disabled people in Rhode Island, could acquire
additional funding and focus on defining the disabled
population and its needs.
The Providence Housing Authority has just begun to
address issues around the disabled, and the production of
units to serve this constituency is just beginning.
Cooperation between local, state and federal governments is
essential in acquiring funding for accessible units as well
as for the integration of disabled people into our society.
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§Ll
Sec.
A.rPD11a:

8-STATUTO•Y

DllFDfITIOl'll

or

H.un11CAPPD Pnao111
Atrn1oa.rn: Sec. 504 of the Reb.abWt&Uon
Act of 19'13 <29 U.S .C. 794 >: Sec. 109 of t he
Houams and Commuruty Develooment Act
of 19'14 <42 U.S.C. 5309>: Sec. 7<d> of the Depanment of Houatns and Urban Development Act <42 0.8.C. 3635<d».

aovmz A PR 20233. June 3. 1911, unleaa
otbenrtme DOced.
Su.. p.,.
0 &.l

A~enerat

Provisions

Parpoee.

ca> The P\ll1)08e of thia

part la to effectuate leetlon 604 of the RebabWtaUoo Act of 19'13, u amended <29 u.s.c
7H>. to the end t.bat no othenriae
quaUfted lndlvtdual with handk'apt ln

the United States ah&ll. solely by
reuon of hill or b.er handicap, be excluded from tbe panidpation in. be
denied the benefit.a of, or be subJecud
to discrimination under any proiuam
or actlvtty receivin& Federal flnMclal
uaiatance from the Department of
Ho\11.lns and Urban Development.
Thill part also Implement.a aection 109
of the Housinl and Community Development Act of 1974. u amended <42
U.S.C. 5309>. This Part doea not effectuate aectlon 604 aa it applies to any
procram or acttvtty conducted by the
Department. Comp.l1ance with this
part does not assure compliance with
~uirementa for aoceaibWty by phyalcally-handicapped penona Im.Polled
under the Architectural Barriers Act
of 1968 <42 U.S.C. 4151-415'1; 24 CFR
Part 40).
Cb> The polldes and ata.ndarda for
compliance est.abllahed by thil part
a.re est&bllabed ln contempl&Uon of,
and with a view to enforcement
· throush. the DeiianmeD.t'I admtnta.
t.rat.lon of procrama or actlvttlea recetvtna Federal financt•l •"'st•nce
and the actmtnb!tzattft procedures de-=rtbed ln Subpana D and E Clncludln&. without llmitat.ton. Judic1&l en·
forcement under t 8.&'l<a».
0U

AppliePWty.

Thia part. . applies to all agplicanta
.for, and recipient.a of, HUD uaiatance
- ill- the operatlon ot. Procrama or activtt.lea receivtnc such aMiat&Dce.. Such uaistance lncludea. but la not llmited to,

that wbich 1a u.ted in Appendix A of
t hia part.
§

8..3

Ddlnitiou.

AB used ln this part:

" Access1ble", when uaed with respect

to the destcn. conatruction. or alter·
ation of a 1acillt7 or a portion of a facWt7 other than an indlvtdual dwelllns unit, meana that the facWty or
portion of the facillt7 wben deslsned.
conat.ructed or altered. can be ap.
proe.cbed. entered. and uaed by indi· :
vtduala with physical handicaps. The :
pbrue "acceaible to and usable by" la 1
aynonomoua with aMflWtb\e.
!
"Accealble-, when uaed wtth respeet~
to the dmisn;· comtructlon. or alter·
atloo of an · tndtvtdual dwell1nc unit.,
means that the unit la located on an l'
........tble route and when destcned.
comtructed. altered or adapted can be t
approe.cbed. entered. and uaed by indl· •
vtduals wtth physical handicaps. A
unit that 11 on an &ece811ble route and
la adaptable and othenrt.ae ln compliance with the atand&rda aet forth in
I 8.32 1a "accesslble" within the meanln& of thia paracrapb. When a unit tn
an exilt1n& facWty which ls beine
made acceas1ble u a result of alter·
atlom 11 Intended for use by a specific
qualUled individual with handicaps
ce.s.. a current occupant of such unit
or of another unit under the control of
the aame recipient. or an applicant o
a waitlna lilt>. the unit will be deemed
accesaible 11 lt meet.a the requirements
of applicable atandardl that addrela
the particular dlaabWty or Impairment
of IUCb per80D.
"Accemb1e route" means a conttnu-·
oua unobstructed path connectins
ceaible elementa and spacea in
bulldlns or facWt7 that compUea with
the apace and. reach requirement.a o1
appllcable atandarda presc:rtbed b7
I 8.32. AD """""hie route that
only emeee•ble unitl occupied by
sona with heartnc or vtaion Im
menta need not .comply with thoee
quirementa intended to et.feet
bWty for penona with .mobWty
p&lrmenta.
"Adapt&bWtJ"'' means the abWty
certa.bl element.a of a dweWns
such u kitchen counters. a1nka.
crab ban.. to be addeci to. nJaed. lo

1
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' red . or otherwtse altered. t-0 accommodate the needs o f persons wtth or
Wl thout handicaps. or to accommooate
·. e needs o f pe rsons wt th dilferen t
t ypes or degrees o f disability. For example, ln a unit adaptable for a heartng-unp&ired person. the wtnng for
n s1ble emergency alarma may be in·
sta.lled but the alarma need not be in·
sta.lled until such time aa the unit ls
made ready for occupancy by a heartnr·imP&ired person.
.. Alteratton" means any change in a
fa.clllty or it.a permanent fixtures or
equipment. It Includes. but ta not limited to. remodellng, renovation. rehabilltatton. reconstruction. changes or
rearrangement.a in structural part.a
and extraordinary repain. It doea not
include normal maintenance or repall'S, reroofl.ng, mterior decoration. or
hangea to mechanical systems.
·· Applicant for a.s&stance" me&nS
one who submits a.n application. re·
quest. pl.&n. or statement reQwred to
be approved by e. Department otfici&l
or by e. primary recipient as a condition of eligibility for Federal financial
assistance. An application means such
:i. request. plan or statement.
.. AuxUiary a.ids" means services or
devices that enable persona with impaired sensory, manual. or spe&king
skills to he.ve an equal opportunity to
participate In. and enjoy the benefits
of. programs or e.cttvities receiving
Federal financial assistance. For example. auxiliary a.ids for persons with
;m pa1red vtSion may include readers,
Brailled materials, audio recordings,
and other sunllar services and devices.
AuxWary aids for persons wtth impaired heanng may mclude telephone
handset amplifiers. telephones compatible wtth he&.r1ne aida. telecommunlcatton devices for de&f persona
<TDD'a>. interpret.era. notet&kera. written materiala. and other a1m1l&r services and devices.
" Department" or "HUD" meana the
Department ol Housing and Urban
Development.
"F'acWty" meana all or any portion
ot buildinga, structures. equipment.
roads. w&lka. parking lots. rol.11nc atock
or other real or personal property or
lnterest in the property.
" Federal financial aasistance" means
a.ny &alli.atance provided or otherwise

made ava ilable bv t he Department
t hrough any grant. loan. contract o r
s.ny other arrangement. m t he f orm
o i:
( B.) Funds:
( b > Servtces of Federal personnel: or
t c> Real or personal property or an y
tntereat in or use of such property, including:
<l> Transfers or leases of the propert y for less than f&ir market value or
for reduced conalderation: and
( 2)
Proceeds from a. subse<luent
tra.nafer or lease of the property 11 the
Federal share of it.a f&ir market V&lue
la not returned to the Federal Government.
" Federal flnancia.l a..ssist&nce" includes commuruty development. funds
in the form of proceeda from loans
guaranteed under section 108 of the
Houain& and Community Development
Act of 1974. as amended. but does not
mclude ass1Stance made av&lla.ble
through direct Federal procurement
contract.a or paymenta made under
these contract.a or any other contract
of lns\ll'1Lllce or guaranty.
" Handicap" meana any condition or
characteristic that renders a person an
individual with handicaps.
" Historic preservation programs or
e.ctivities" means programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance that have preservation of historic
properties as a pnmary purpose.
"Historic properties" means those
properties that a.re listed or are ellgi·
ble for listing in the National Register
o f Historic Places. or such properties
desicn&ted u historic under a statute
of the appropriate State or local gov·
ernment body.
" Individu.&1 wtth handicaps" means
any person who has & physical or
mental impairment that substantially
llm1ta one or more major life activities:
baa a record of such an impairment; or
la regarded as having such an imp&irment. For purposes of employment.
this term does not include: Any ind.i·
vidual who is an alcoholic or drug
abuser whose current use of alcohol or
drup prevents the individU&l from
performing the duties of the Job ln
queation. or whose employment. by
reuon of current alcohol or drug
abuse. would constitute a direct threat
to property or the safety of others: or
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to which Federal fina.nctal Mlrist.ance
is extended. in the ca.se of any other

corporation. p&rt.Dership, pnvate orga-

ni7.&tlon. or sole proprtetorab..tp; or
Cd> Any other entity which ta mtal>
llshed by two or more of the entities
deacribed tn paragraphs <a>, <b>. or <c>
of tb.11 aeetton;
any part of which la extended Pedera1
!l.n&Dcial aeei•enc-.

lntel'ference w1th the S&iety or enjoyment of ot hers or With his or her own
h e&1th or satety m the aosence of necesaary supportive aervicea may be
.. qualified" for OOC:UP&DC7 .in a project
where ·such supportive services are
provtded by the recipient . u . part of
the uaatect procram. The penon may
not be "quallf1ed" for a project iac1r1ns
such le?Vtcea.

'"Recipient" means any State or Its
"Project" meana the whole of one or
more res1dent1&1 structures and appur· pollttc&l aubdivtaton. any IDllt.rUmeDt&l·
tenant structurea. · equipment. roada, tty of a State or lta pollttc&l llUbdivi·
aion. any publle or prtt'Ue aceney, in·
w&lka, and 'PUkiDc lot.a which are covered b7 a atncle cont.rad for Pedera1 st.itutJon. orvantzetion. or other entlt7,
f!nancjal wtstance or appl1catlon for
or &DJ' penon to which Pederal f1nan.
auiu•nce, or are treated' u a · whole cial aaatstance la extended for any profor proce-tns purpoeea,- whether.. or sram- GIP · a.cth1ty. cUrectb' or tbroU&'b
not located on a common atte. ·
another redptent: · lncludinS ~ mc"QuaWled Individual .. with llandl·
. cwr. aasisnee. or tzanderee of a re.
cspa" means:
cipient. but excludins the ult.im&te
<a> With respect to employment. an benetlctary of t he . aasiatance. An
lndlvidual with handicaps who, with entity or person receivtne houains ureaaonable ac:commod&tton. can per- aiatance paymenta from a recipient on
form the eaaenttal functions of the job behalf of ellartble -famWea under a
ln question; and
houatna aaaiatance payment.a Procrt.m
<b> With respect to any non~mploy or a voucher Prosr&m la not a rectpi·
ment procram or activity which re- ent or aubrectplent merely by virtue of
quires a person to perform services or receipt of auch paymenta.
to achieve & level of accompliahment.
" Replacement coat of the completed
an individual w1th handicaps who facWty" means the current coat of
meet.a the essential eligibWty require- construction and equipment for a
ment.a and who can achieve the pur- newly conatructed houatns facll1ty of
PoSe of the program or activity with·
the size and type beinc altered. Con· out modiflcationa in the procram or struction and equipment cost.a do not
activity that the recipient can demon· Include the COllt of land. demolition.
strate would result in a fundamental site lmprovementa. non-dwelllns fadlt·
alteration tn it.a nature: or
ties and adminiat.rattve cost.a for
le> With respect to any other non· project dnelopment actlvities.
emploJ"IDent prosram or act.1vity. an
"Secretary" meana the Secaetar7 of
lndividual with handicaps who meet.a Houatns and Urban Development.
the eaeenti&l ellstbWty reQUiremeDta
"Section 504" meana aect.ton 504 of
ror partldp&tlon In. or receipt of bene- the · Reh&bWt&tion · Act · of 1113, aa
nta from. that procram « ' . acUYIQ'. unended. 29 U.S.C.''1M, -u It appllea to
"Euenti&l ellsibWty requirements" In· procrama or actl'fttlea recetvtns Peder·
elude stUed ellsibWt7 ~ nqullemmta al tlnanc:1a1 a..w.nce. · ·
·
such u tneome aa well aa other ezplk>
"Substantial Impairment" meana a
It or lmpllclt requirement.a inberent. in atp>tfLcant loa of the lntesrity o1 fin.
the nature of the procram or ~Q'. lahecl material&. desicn quality, or spesuch u requirement.a that an ocaipant cial character resultlnc from a perm&·
of mulWamlly houatns be ·capable of nent alteration.
meetlns the reetptent'a selection criteCllS PR 20233. June 2, 1988: 54 PR 1118. ~b.
ria and be capable of compb'ins with
all obUattona of OOCUp&DC7 wtUi' ·-Or 2'1; lNt)
Without aupporttve senteee . pl'09tdecl
by penom other than the . rectplent. IU .: ~-~.
F'or example, a chronicallJ'1Det&Uy lll
<a> .. No qualified Individual wtth
person whoee particular· · oondtt.ion handicaps ah&ll. solely on the bu1s of
POlle8 a aigniflcant r1ak of substantial
handicap, be excluded from particip&·
. ft . .
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tnd1Ytdual who baa a currently

contaaioua d1aeue or infection &nd
wtu>. by reaaon of such d.iseaae or in·

fectton.

would

coDBt1t ute

a

a1rect

threat. to the health or u.tety of other
1nd1Ttduala or who. by reuon ot the
CUJ"TeDtly contaaiOaa d1aeue or tnfec·
tion. ia unable to perform the dut.ies of

the Job. Por pUJ'l)Olles of other pro-

srum and act.lYtUs. the term does not

· tnelude &111' lnd1Ttdual who la an alcoholic or druc &bu.er wboee current uae

of alcohol or drup preventa the lndi·
vtdual . from· puUctp&Uns ln the pro-

<l> Bu a ~ or mental IJDl)&Rl-'I
ment t.hat. does not subst&nt.l&lly llmt
one or more maJor life activities bu
t.hat. ia treai.ed by a recipient u co08U
tut.ins aucb a llmltation:
<2> Baa a p~ or mental UD1D&1r4
ment. that 11Ut.t&Dt.i&l.ly llmita one or
more ma)Qr life actlvttiee only u :
~ ' of t,he .•. awt.udea of o

toward aucb tmpatrment; or
<J> Baa none of the tmD&inDeDta
fined tn parasraph <a> of tbia aect.ton
bu\ ia trea&ecl by a recipient. u b&
sucb an tmpUrmen\..

boualns
pro~
b7 reuon of such cur- • means a ~ 1·oontaaD1Ds five
rent alcohol or druc &buae. would con- more chreWna unlta.
"Prtmal7 netplent." meana a peir.an.11
st.itute a d1rec:t tbre&t to property or
the -af8Q of otben. -Aa used 1D tbia . ~· St.Ueor local
of sovamaenl . that ia aut.hortlled ·
de11Dlt1cm. the phrue:
at.end Pederal ftnlUM:ilaJI
Ca> ''Pb71dcal or mental l.mpalrment" recautnd·,
•nlstence
anoUler recipient for the
Includes:
·
<l> Any pb.ysiolo«tc&l diaorder or PUJlJOMl of e&rrY1ns out a procram or
condition. cosmetic d1.a1teurement, or &et1nu.
"Prosnm or acUTtty" meana all o
anat.omical lea affecttna one or more
aperationa of:
~
of the followtnc body aystetm: Neuro- the
<a><U
A
department. airency, apeci&l
lolical; muaculoskeletal: apec1&l aenae PUll)me dllltl1ct. or other tnat.rumen
orcana; respiratory, lncludins speech t.allty of a State or of a local irovernoriram: cardioV'&ICUl&r; reproductive; ment: or
dlcest1ve: irenlto-urln&ry; hemlc and
<2> The ent.tty of such State or 1
lympb&tJc; akin: and endocrtne: or
IOvernmeDt. that dist.rtbutes such u<2> Any mental or paychololical dla· siatance and each auch department or
order, such a.a mental retardation. or· ~<and each other State or 1
pntc brain syndrome, emotional or IOftrlllneDt. entity> to which the umental Ulneaa, and specific learntns stat.ance ta e%teDded. ln the cue of
diaabWtie&. The term "p~c&l or atatance to a State or local sov
mental lmpairment" lncludea. but t.s ment;
not llmlted to, such diaeues and condi<b><l> A collese. unlveratty, or oth
tiona u orthopedic. vtaual. speech and ~ tmtatut.lon. or a pu
heartna 1mpalrment.I. cerebral p&lay, Q9Celll of blsber educ&t.lon: or
autism. epllePQ, mWICUla.r dyst.rophY.
<2> A local educ:at.lonal acency <u
multiple 1c1erom., cancer, .bean dla- ftDed ID -=ilollilH<a><lO> of the
- - . . dlabew.. - mental .. retardat1oD. memary,amt 8ec DDdtJT l'.ducetlon
emotional .
druc actdk:tknl and of rllll>i.,.._, of · .ocataonal
&loobo•lwm
··
. . _. _ . •
tiaal« a&b8r'8Cbool Q9t.em:
<b> ''K&Jor ,.Ufe ~ acthttlee ,.. . . . . .·... <eXU.M 411dare~ l'.l&ltnl!. .
~ aucb •.a.rtna for one'• lelf,
ship.- ae oUltr--Pl'h'ate orpntet.ton,.
performlns manual taata. walkins. an entire 80le proprtetonbll>-

IP"UD

or acttvto tn quest.ton. or wboee - "KuJt.UunOy,•

~

'°'°

eek.-.

mn-.-.

wtnc. ... beartns. - apee!dns, bre'*htns,
leamtnc and wortctns.

<c> "Bu a

record of such an tmpalrment." meam baa a -hiatory of, or haa
been ·mlrleMlfled .. b&vtns, a mental
- or -p~ ~ent. t.bat.-.-utman-

-- ~ llm1ta one or more ma;or life M>
., t.tTtt.1-.- -... , ... · ~·· -. • - -· <d> "Ia resarded u bavtns an lmpalrment" meana:

m·u .antsbtne ta eztended to

~~ pu1;nerabip,

priftte-o

nmtton. OI' aole proortetonblp·
whole;•
'<ID 1Wblcbi>• ,prtnc;~ . eD.1:&81~

tbettll . - 10( ~ ' edtJCe.&kll
1 bMl~· eoc::iel~
para..ad·na 1 r Uan:·or ,. · ·

<2> Tbe-«ltlre ol&nt or other com'
rable.•.-.nl)hkally aepar&i.e
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a.ct.1vtty that reoelvea Federal fln&ncia.l
aaa1st&nce from tbe Depanment. or
1 II> Defeat or substantially lmpair
t h e accompl.1.ahment of t he objectives
of the procram or activity with respect
t.o qua.Ufled lndividU&ls with handicape.
<6 > M

uaed ln thia section. tbe housaid. benefit. or service provided
under a procram or activity reoeiTins
Federal f!nand•l . aaaiataDce lncludea
any bouaina. aid. benefit, or aemce
provided ln or through a facility that
h.u been conatructed. altered. leued
or rented. or otbenrtae acquired. ln
whole or 1n pan.. with Pederal ftnanc!.aJ. Uliat&Dce.
ccxl> Non-bandtcapped penona ma.:r
be excluded from c.be beDefiU of a prc>gram if tbe Procr&m la llmited b7 Federal lt&Wt.e or executive.order. to lndi•i dU&la with handicape. A specific claaa
of lndividuala wttb handicaps may be
excluded from a program if the program la llmited by Federal at&t.ute or
Executive order to a different. claaa of
lndividuaJ.a..
<2 > Certain Department procrama
operate under statutory deflnitlona of
" handicapped penon" that are more
r~trtctlve than the deflnltlon of "lndi·
v1dual with handicaps" cont&lned ln
§ 8.3 <see Appendix B>. Those deflnlt!ons are not superseded or otherwise
affected by th1a rerulation.
<d> Rectplenta aha.ll admlntater programs and activities receivtns Federal
!lnancial aaaiBtaDce in the most lntegrated aettlns approprlate to t he
needa of Qua.Ufled lndividuala wttb
!landicaps.
ce > The obUpUon to comp})' with
t hia pan la not obviated or alleviated
by &117 State or local law or other reQuirement th&&. . bued OD bancUcap.
lmpmm lDcomiatent or contradkCor7
ProbiblUOm or llmita upon the ells1bl11ty Of QualWed tndlviduala with b.andicapa to receiTe aemces or to pracUce
any occupation or profession.
<n The enumeration· of apedftc
torma of prohibited d111erim1D&t.1on ln
P&raeral>ba <b> throU8h <e> of thia eect!on does not llmit. the 1eneral prohibition ln parasrapb <a> of
aec&.lon. .

ing,

uua

11

s.5 ca-neeJ

II 8.5

CoaunanicaUona.

ca> The recipient. sh&ll take approprlate steps to enaure effective communication with applicant&. beneficiartea. and memben of the public.
<1 > The recipient shall furniah approprlate aux.Wary aida where neceaS&r7 to afford an lndividual with
haivttcape an equal opportunity to
pan.k:lpate ln. and enjoy the beneflta
of, a proeram or activity receivtnc Federal flnandal ••istaMe
m In determinlns what &uxill&ry
&lda are neceaary, the recipient. shall
l(ive prim&rJ consideration to the requmta of the individual wtth b&ndiealJL " ·

<U> The recipient. la not required to
provide lndividualb' pre9Cribed devtce:a, readers tor personal use or
study. or other devices of a personal
nature.
<2> Where a recipient communicates
wtth applicant.a and beneflctartea by
telephone, telecommunication devices
for deaf persona <TDD's> or equally effective communication systems sba.ll
be uaed.
<b> The recipient ahall adopt and implement procedures to erwure that interested penona <lncludlns penons
with impaired vtaion or he&rtne> can
obt&ln lnformation concerninC the existence and location of acceea1ble services. act.lvtties, and fadlltles.
<c> Thi.a aec:tlon doea not require a
recipient. to take any actton that the
recipient can demonstrate would
result ln a fundamental alteration ln
the nature of a Pl"OtP'&ID or actlvity or
1n undue ttnanctal and admtnwvative
burdm&.' u &D actaon WOWd rmult ln
aucb an &lter&Uon or burdena. the · recipient aha.ll take any other act1on
thaa. would not result tn such an &lter&tlon or such burdens but. would nevertheleaa ensure that.. to the mt.Ximum
ext.ent . pcwible, lndlviduala wtth
bandlcape receive the benefit.a . and
aemces of the proeram or activity receivins HUD antstance.

!53 PR 20233. June 2. 19118; 53 PR 21115.
J uly 28. 1981)
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Subt»aft l-&tp6o,...... .. '
0 8.10 General prohilNtiona ...... employmeni cli.lcrimiaauon.
<&)

No

qu.aillied

Individual

wtt.b

handlogs ab&ll. solely on t.be be.Ga of
b.andicap, be subJected to d18crtmtnat1on in emplo)'Dlent under &111' proll'UD or activity that receives Pedera1
flnand•I wifi&Dce from t.be Depart..

ment.
<b> A recipient mQ not llmit. aecrerate. or claas1fy appUcanta or employees in any way that &dverseJ.y atfec:ta
t.betr oppartunities or statua be<:auae
of handicap.
<c> The prob.ibltlon ap.inst diacrtmlnatlon in emplo)'Dlent ai>Plles to the
followtnc ~tles:
<1 > Rec:rultment. adven;lsiq. and
t.he pmceu'n1 of ai>Pilcai.tona for emploJ"IDent:
<2> H1rinK. upcr&dinl, promotion,
award of tenure, demotion. tranater,
layoff. termination. right of return
from l&yoff, lnJury or Wneaa. and re-

h1rtnc.

<3> Rates of pay or any other form
of compensation and ch&nees ln compensation;
<U Job assignments, Job clasatflcationa. orl&nizatlonal structures. position descriptions. Unea of proirresston.
and seniority lists:
<5> Leaves of absence, sick leave, or
any other leave:
<S> Fringe beneflta available by
Virtue of employment. whether or not
administered by t.he recipient:
<7> Selection and financial suppart
for tr&inina. includinl ai>prenUceship,
professional meetlnp, conferences.
and other related activities. and selection for leaves of &beence for t1'a1n1nc.
<8> Employer apomorecl &ct.ivttles. includina social or rec:reatJonal ~ proll'UU: and
<9 > An)' other term. condition. or
prtvilese of emploJ"IDent.
Cd> A recipient mQ not partldpate
tn a contractual or other relattonabip
that baa the effect of subJecttnc quallned ai>Pllcanta with b&ndie&P9 or employees with hancttcape to d18crimin&Uon prob.iblted by thia subpart. The
relatlonab.ipe referred to in thla parasraph <d> include . relationships with
emploJ"IDent and referral asenetes.
labor uniona, orpr>t111a.tiona providina

i

or &dm.tDiBterinl trince benetlta to em- ~
ployees of the recipient. and orpniza.- 4
tiona providinl tr&inina and apprent.1ceahip programs..

1

t

I &.11 B-••W- wa-'O'iadoa.
<a> A recipient ahall make reuona- ~
ble accommod&tton to the ltnown
p~ or mental Umitatlona of an
ot.henriee qualified applicant with
hancttcmgs or employee with bandl·
~ - unlesa the recipient. can demonstrate that. the accommodation would
tmpoee an undue hardahlp on the op.
eratlon of lta procram.
Cb> R.•ec>Mhle accommod&tton mQ
Include:
<1>Malrtns f&dlltles u.ed by emplo7·
e9 •
PL .co and UAble b7 1Dd1

uala wtth buytlcapl and
C2) .lob~. Job relocation.
put..Ume or modified won 8Chedul
acquJ.sltaona or modification of equt~
ment or deTices, t.be provtaion of
en or interpret.era. and other a1Dl1111.rtl
act.tona.
<c> In determininc. under paracrapb
<a> of thla aection. whether an accomo
mod&tlon would tmpcee an undue
h&rdahlp on the operation of a rectpl·
ent'a Procr&m. factors to be conaldered
include:
·
<1 > The overall size of the recipient'•
program with respect to number o
employees. number and type of f
t1es. and l1r.e of buclcet:
<2> The type of the recipient's o
atlon. includina the compoatt1on
at.ructure of t.be recipient's work.to
and
<3 > The nature and cost of the
commodat.ton needed.
Cd> A recipient may not deny
empk)Jment oppartunity to a quall11
. bandlmpped employee or ai>Pllcant
t.be bulll for the denial 11 t.be
man· reeeonsble accommodation •
the pbysical or mental llmitatlona.
the employee or ai>pllcant..
I LlJ &a,ao,_a at&eria.
Ca> A recipient may not use &111'
ploJmeD\ tea or other select.too
non 1 \bat~ ecreeos out or ten
acnen-out•hldiTiduall with ll&ltl<D131
or ~ claa.of individuall with

caosuniea:
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Offtce of the S.Oetat .,, HUD
<1) The recipient demonstrate& that
the test score or other selection crttenon. as used by the recipient. Ls jot>-rel:i.ted for the pos1t1on m ques t ion: ana
<2) The appropnate HUD offlci&l
demonstrates that &lterna.ttve jot>-related tests or critena t hat te nd to
screen out fewer tndividu&lB Wlth
hand.lea.pa are unavailable.
<bl A recipient shall select and admi.niater teat.a conce~ employment
to ensure that. when admtnlltered to
an applicant or employee who haa a
handicap
that
lmpaira
senaory.
manual or speak1nc akilla. t.he test result.a accurately reflect the appUcant'a
or employee's Job ak1lla.. aptitude, or
whatever other factor the test purport.a to measure. rather than the a~
plicant'a or employee's lmpaired ae~
ry, manual. or speU1nc ak.1lla <except
where thoee ak.1lla are the fact.on that
t he test purport.a to measure>.
~,._,_, ift4'tdrieL
<a> Except aa provided ln paragraphs
( b > and <c> of this section. a recipient
may not make a preemployment inquiry or conduct a preemployment
medical ex&minatlon of an applicant
to determine whether the applicant is
an lndivtdual with handicaps or the
nature or severity of a handicap. A recipient may, however. make preemployment inquiry into an applicant's
abWty to per1orm. job-related funct ions.
<bl When a recipient 1s undert&k.ing
affirmative actlon efforts. voluntary
or otherwtae. the recipient may lnvtte
applicant.a for employment to indicate
whether and to what extent they are
h andicapped, l! the following cond.1tiona are met:
<1) The recipient states clearly on
any written questionna.ire uaed for
t his purpose, or makea clear orally 11
no written questionnaire is uaed. that
t he information requeated ll intended
for UM mlely in connection with it.a remedl&l action obllptiona, or lta voluntary or aftlrmative action effort.a: and
<2) The recipient states clearly that
t he information la betnc requested on
a voluntary baaia, that it will be ltept
contldenUal <aa provided in paracrapb
<d> of thia aectionl. that refWl&l to provtde the information will not subject
t he applicant or employee to any ad-

!I 8.13

verse treatment. and that the informat ion will be used only in accordance
with bhis part.
<c > Nothing in t h is section sha.ll pro·
h1bit a recipient from cond1t1onmg an
offer of employment on the results of
a m edical exammat1on conaucted
before the employee's entrance on
duty 11 all entertnc employees in that
catesory of job cluaificat1on must
take such an examination rep.rdless
of handicap, and the result.a of such
examination are uaed only in accordance with the requirements of this
part.

<dl Information obtained under th.la
section concerninS the medical condition or biatory of the applicant la to be
collected and maintained on separate
forms that are accorded con!ldentlal·
tty aa medical record.a, except that:
<1) Supervtaon and m.anacera may
be informed of restrlctiona on the
worlt or duties of lnd1v1duals with
handicaps and informed of neceasary
accommodations:
<2> First aid and safety personnel
may be informed il the condition
might require emergency treatment:
and
<3) Government offlcials lnvestiratlng compliance wtth section 504 sha.ll
be provtded relevant information upan
request.

A8.%0 General requinment concerning
Pl"Ofl'&lll acceuibillty.
Except as otherwise provided ln
U 8.21<cXl>. 8.2t<a>. 8.25, and 8.31, no
qual.lfled ind1v1dual with handicaps
shall. becauae a recipient'• facilities
are ln"""'"8ible to or unusable by indi·
viduala wtth handicapa, be denied the
benefit.a of, be excluded from participation 1n. or otherwtae be subjected to
diacrimination under any prosram or
act.1vity that receives Federal f!nMCial
uaiat&Dce.
Non-hoaaln1 fadllUes.
<a> NevJ conatTUCtton. New non-houa1.nc facilities a.hall be deai«Ded and constructed to be readily accesaible to and
usable by individu&la with handicaps.
Cb) Alterution.t to facilittu. Alter·
ationa to exiatintr non-houal.nc facW-

I B.21
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ties &h&ll. to the ma.xinl'a extent feasi ble. be made to be nnlQ aocemuble
w and usable by uuiDdUa.la wt th
h.&ndie&pa. For purpo&IS • thia P&nl.·
611lPh. the phrase " to <:?a: m&Ximu.m
extent fea&ble" sh&ll Dll.:.:R mt.erpreted u req\lirins that & 111:9ien~ make a
non-houaln&' facility, or*ment thereof, a.cceulble 11 doln&' awould imDO&e
undue fl.nanci&l and 1~ve
burdena on the operaucm· the rec:iPi·
ent'a procram or acttvitlf..
<cl E.ri.sting non-'1.oulnq fl&Cilitia.
<1) ~neraL A recipie!l).S&il operate
each non-houaln&' propm. er activity
recetvtns Federal fln&Dra· um.tanc:e
so that the procram ona:i9'ft7, when
v1ewed ln ita entiret1. :.ueadi1Y ucessible to and ua&ble by ·~ with
h.&ndicapa. Thia p~dibe9 noc.<1> Necesaarily requift• .!leciO~ to
make each of lta exi&~bouainc
facilltlea accesa1ble t.o and usable by
indivtdua.la with handillol;
1. Ul In the case of ~c preserv&·
tlon procrama or activU!iw. require the
recipient to t&ke Q .l .xtlon- that
would result in a suiauU.ial imP&ir·
ment of slrruficant ~ feat\ll'eS of
an historic property; l'l
<ill) Require a reciJJllll t.o- take any
action that It can demamuue would
result ln a fundamenli&WkMa?ioD ln
the nature of Its Pl'ql'llm or &ettvity
or in undue financi.aJ.ar.id· admlnb;,tra•
tive burdens. II an adMI. would result
in such an alteration c:e:NC.b burdens.
the recipient sh&ll ~ Ull;J llCt1on
that would not resultisuch &n:a.lteratlon or such burdem .om. would nevertheleaa ensure th&i..t:dtlriduala with
h.&ndie&pa receive til:.· ~tit&: &ndservicea of the pro~.
<2) Methocta.-<l> G~ A reciptent ma.y comply witb.& reQ:Ulrementa
of thia aectton ln tta ~ and activities receiving F'edllll flnandal &&"
sist&Dce throu1h such~ u locao
tton of Protrrama o r • - - • &ceemi·
ble fac111ttes or accmilille portiona- ot
facWtlea. aaatcnmem..al a.ides to beneficiaries. home vtstta. TJae · addition. or
redestcn of equlpment'1t.a.. appuances
or fumt•htnp) ch.&n&a m lll&Da8ement Policies or PlllMW'ell. acquiaition or conatructioo. d.. additional. fa·
cWties. or &lteratioma.atltlns facilities on a selective blla. or any other
methoda that result in l'MinS tis pro-
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gn.m or activity acces&lble to indivtdu a.ls with h&ndicaps. A recipient 1s not
required to ma.Jte structur&l changes i.n

eiustln&' facilities where other methods are e!fecuve ln a.chievmg compliance wlt.h thls secwon. ln chOO&lll& ;
amone available methods for meetln&' c
t he reqw.rements of thi.s section. the
recipient sh&ll gtve pnortty to thoee I
methods th&t o(fer Procr&ma and &e> ~
tivitlea to qualltted individU&la with i
h&ndicags in the moat intecr&ted aet- i
tine appropri.&ta
<U> Rt.atoric pruenicnon progranu i
or cictio\tiu. In meetln&' the requift.
menta of t 8.2l(c> ln hiatortc preaenatlon: Pl"OCl"&llU or activities. & reciplen\
&hall live priority to methoda that
provide physical accesa to individua.la
with h&ndtcapa.. ln caaea where a P.tlnlcal &ltera&ion to an hiatortc propeny
ia
not.
required
because
of i
I 8.2l<c>< l ><m or nm. alternative
methods-o1 achieving proil"&Dl acceaai·
bWty include Wllil& &udio-vtaU&l mate- .
nala &nd device.a to depict thoee portions of an hiatoric property th&t
cannot otherwise be made accesaible;
asala:rYn1 . persons to guide indivtdua.la
with handicaps into or throu1h par- .'
tlon.s of 'historic properties that cannot i
othel'Wise: be made accessible; or .
adoptln.a other innovative methods.
:
<3> Time period for compliance. The i
rectplent shall comply with the obllp..
tions established urider this section
within sixty days of July 11. 1988, '
~pt that where structural chanaea
in f&ctllties &re uridert&ken. such
chances shall be made within three
yean of. July 11. 1988. but in any event
u expeditio\Wy u poaaible.
<4> Tr'lludion plan. U structursl
chantrea. to non-housing facilities will
be undertaken· to achieve procram
cambWty., a recipient shall devel
within m months of July 11. 1988. .
tn.mllUOn plaa: aetttns forth the
n~: to . complete such ch
The plan abaJl be developed with
uaiataDce of Interested persona. in
cludina . individua.la with handicaps o
or-p.nDUona representing individ
with· hAIM:!'caiie A copy of the
tton plan ah&ll be made available f
public inapecruon. The plan &hall. at ·
minimum._
<l> Identify physical obstacles in tb
recipient."& · tactlitiea that limit the

I
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Uan ln. be denied the beniefita ·Of. or
othenria be . aubiected to .di8crtmJin&.
r.lon under any procram or &Ct.tYtty
~ h&t rece1TS ~enJ flnanMal UIDIRr
ance from the Department.
<b> <l> A recipient. in provid.lns any
nouams. aid. benefit. or service in a
procram or &Ctivity that receives Ped·
eral fjnancta! uaist&Dce from the Department may not. d1rect.ly or t.hroush
contnciua.l. Ucenatnc. or other arraocementa. solely on the buUI of
ll&ndicap:
m DeD7 a qualified individual wtth
handtcas- the opportunitJ' to participate ln. or benefit from. the houain&.
&id. benefli. or aervtce;
<U > Afford a quailfied individual wtth
h andtcas- an oppormnitJ to pvUcipate ln. or benefit from. the houatns.
aid. benefli. or service that la. not
equal to tb.&t afforded to othen: · · <111> Provide a Qualified individua.l
w1th handicaP8 with any houain&. a.id.
benefit. or service that ta not u effect ive in &fford.lns the individual an
equal opportunity to obtain the same
result. to p.1n the aame benefit., or to
reach the same level of achievement
aa that provided to others:
<iv> Provide di!ferent or separate
houainc. aid. benefit.a. or services to individu&la w1th handicaps or to any
cl&aa of individuals w1th hand.leaps
trom that provided to others uniess
such action is necesa&r)' to provide
Qualified indivtdu&la with handicaps
w1th houainc. aid. benefit.a. or services
t hat are u effective u those provided
to others.
<v> Aid or perpetuate d1acrimin&tlon
aninat a QU&ilfied individual with
handicaP8 by providins aiCnificant . .
siat.ance to an acency, orcantz&Uon. or
pel"IOn tb.&t diacr1m1nates on the buUI
of hN>dlcllp in provtdinc any houatns.
aid. beneftt.. or aervtce to benefk:larie9
1n the rec:U>ient'a federally Ullisted
i:>rocram or &Ctivttr.
M> DeD7 a qualified individual with
handicaoe the opportunity to participate aa a member of p!Mntnc or advt·
S0f'1' boardll;

<V11 l DeD7 a dwelllng to an othenriae
qualified buyer or renter became of a
handicap of that buyer or renter or a
penon reDd1na in or intend.ins and elllible to reside in that dwell1ns &ft.er lt
la aold. rented or made available; or

<vill> Othennae limit a qualified ID-.
diTidual with h.andica08 in the eo.'°1" I
ment of 8.1lY nght. p nvtlece. advant.aae. or opporturuty en.Joyed by other ~
qualified 1ndiv1du&la receiving the
homina. aid. benefit. or service.
;
<2> Por pUJ'l)OBell of th1I part. houa.·;
inc. aida. benefit.a. and services. to be '
equa.UJ ettective. are not reqU1red
produce the identical result or level of
achievement- !or individuala wttb-~
ha.ndlclls- and non-b&Ddlcapped Pf!l"!-1
sona. but mun afford individuala with ·
huvHc•P' equal opportunity to obtain
the ame result.. to cam the same beD-'
efit.. . or to reach the aame level

to.I

acbJeftmeD~

<3> A recipient may not deny a q
fled 1nd1ridual wttb ha.ndicaoe the
poriun!Q to parUc1p&te in &117 flMll!!r9im
17 ~ procram or a.ct.1vit1 that.
not aepuat.e or diUerent despite the
e:x18t.ence of perm.umlbly separate or
d.1.Uerent procrama or activttlea.
<4> In any Prosr&m or actlvtty recelT
inc Federal fin&nci&i uaiatance from
the Depanment. a recipient m.&7
d.1nlctJ.J' or throuah contractual
other arrancementa. utlllr.e criteria
method& of admlnlatr&tlon the pur-pose or effect of which would:
m Subject qualified individuala wt
handicaps to c11.scr1m.lnaUon solely on
the baala of handicap;
<U> Defeat or subst&Dtlally lm
the a.ccompilahment of the object1
of the recipient'• federally amListeo.•
Prosr&m or &Ctivity for qualified
vtduala wtth a p&rt.ic:u..lar handicap
voived in the procnm or &Ctivi
unlem the recipient can demonat~:..
that the criteria or method& of &OJIDD.._
i.tration are manifestly related to
atX)l)IDl)H•hment of an objective ot
Pl'OSJ"&Dl or accnttr. or
,_

... AW> Perpeeuate the d.18crim1n&tloD.,
UllClltber ·-ndptent lf both rectpl
are . aubjeci. to common admtnist.rati
control -or are· aaenc1e.a . of the
State.
<6> In determin1.ns the aite or l
Uon o1 & federally . Ullisted facillt)'i· .
appllc:ant for uaiatance . or a recip .
m.&7 not make aelect1ona the p
or ettect. of which would:
ill bclude qualWed individual&
hanctlc:aP' from. deDJ' them the
flta of. or othenrlae subject them
di8crtm.lDation under, any program
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Office of the Secretary, HUD
cessibWty ot It.<! prognL[IUI or acw,,tles
to mdividua.ls \lmh h andicaps:
1 ii> Descnbe m details the methods
r h at will be used to make the fac1llt1es
· cessible:
lill> Specify the scnedule for Ul.King
t he steps necessary to achieve compll·
ance with this section and. if the tune
penod of the tran.s1tlon plan Is longer
than one year. Identify steps that wtll
be taken during eacn year of the tr&n·
si tion period:
<Iv> Indicate the official responsible
for implementation of the plan; and
<v> Identify the persona or groups
with wh0&e a.saiatance the plan was
prepared.
[ 53 FR 20233. June 2. 19S8: 53 FR 28115 .
.J uly 2S. 19881

EUM!iit& DAT& Non: At 53 FR 20233.
J une 2. 1988. I 8.21 wu added. Pan.craDh

1c1<4l contain.I in!ormauon collecuon req wrementa th&t h&ve been suomitted for
a pproVLI by the O rrtce of M&n&&ement and
Bud«et.. It Is not effective until OMB ap.
proVLI baa bttn obt.&Uled and the public no~Uled to that effect through a i..echrue&!
amendment to thl.s section.
!i 8.22 New Con.atruction-houain1t facili·
tie&.

\

<a>
New
multifamily
housing
projects <Including public housing
projects as reQuired by § 8.25 l shall be
designed and constructed to be readily
accessible to and usable by indlvtdua.ls
with handicaps.
<bl Subject to paragraph <c> of this
section. a minimum of five percent of
t he total dwelllng units or at least one
unit in a multifamily housmg project.
whichever ia greater. sh&ll be made ac·
ces.sible for persons with mobWty lm·
pairmenta. A urut that is on an accessi·
ble route and ia &da.ptable and other·
wi!M! in compl.l&nce wtth the st&nda.rds
set forth in § 8.32 Is accessible for pur.
Po&eS of thia section. An addittona.l
two percent of the unit.a <but not less
t han one unit> In such a project shall
be acicessible for persona with hearing
or vtaion impairments.
<c> HUD may prescribe a higher per·
cent.ace or number than that prescribed in p&r&gr&ph <bl of this section
for any area upon reQuest therefor by
any affected recipient or by any State
or local irovernment or agency thereof
baaed upon demonatration to the rea·

sonable satisfaction of HUD of a need
fo r a. hig her percent.age o r number .
b ased on census data or other availa ble current de.ta <including a current ·
. y e ffective Housmg A.sslStance P l an o r
Comprehensive Homeless Assistance
Plan>. or in response to evidence of a
need for a higher percentage o r
number received ln any other manner.
In reviewing such request or otherwtse
ILSM'Sling the existence of such needs.
HUD shall take into account the expected needs of eligible persons with
and without handicaps.
II 8.23 Altuationa
dllUea..

or

ni.atinr houai.nr

ra.

ca> Sub!tantial aluratio1L I! alter·
a t1ona are undertaken LO a project Unclud.lns a public housing project as re·
quired by t 8.25<a><2» that has 15 or
more uruts and the cost of the alter·
atlon.s is 75 pereent or more of the replacement cost of the completed facility. then the proV1S1ons of § 8.22 shall
apply.
<b > Othn' altcation.s. < l> Subject to
paragraph <b >< 2 > of this section. a.Iterations to dwelllng units In a multifam·
Uy housing project <including public
housing> shall. to the maxunum
extent feasible. be made to be readily
accessible to and usable by lndividua.ls
with handicaps. If a.Iterations of single
elements or spaces of a. dwelling unit.
when considered together. amount to
an &iteration of a dwelling urut. the
entire dwelling unit shall be made accessible. Once five percent of t he
dwell.1ng units in a proJect are readily
accesa1ble to and usable by mdivtdua.18
with mobutty impairments. then no
additiona.l elements of dwelling uruts.
or entire dwel.11ng units. are reQuired
to be accessible under this paragraph.
Alterations to common areas or Parts
of fa.cil1tiea that affect acceaaibWty of
existtna housing facWtles shall. to the
maximum extent feasible. be made to
be accesaible to and usable by individ·
u&ls with handicaps. For purposes of
thia paragraph, the phr&se " to the
maz:imum extent feasible" shall not be
interpreted aa reqw.rtng that a recipi·
ent <including a PHA> make a dwelling
unit. common area. .facWty or element
thereof accessible if doing so would
impose undue flnanci&l and admin1s·
69
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t rative burdena on the operation of
the multlfamib' houaing project.
r 2) HUD may prescribe a higher percentage or n umber t han t h.at prescnbed ln parasraph <b >< U of t his sect ion for a.ny area upon request th~
for by any affected recipient or by any
S tate or local rovemment or agency
thereof baaed upon deDlODllU'atlon to
t he reuonable aatiatactlon of HUD of
a. need for a b.icher perceni&ae or
number, b&led on censua data or other
a.va.il&ble current d&ta <includlnc a currently ettecttve Houainl .AaBiat&Dce
Plan or Comprebenaive Homeless Al#slatance Plan>. or ln responae to evidence of a need for a. bisber percentage or number received tn a.ny other
m&ruler. ln reviewtnc such request or

otherw18e ••

•nc the

en~

ot

such needs. HUD ah&ll t&te into account the expected needs of ellrtble
? ersona wtth and without handicaps.

that result ln mUI D( ita procrama
activities readily acoeastble to and
•.LS&ble b y wdividU&la wtth handi~
A rec1p1ent is n ot required to mue .
structural changes m exiatina bousmc~
!acWti.es where other methoda are ef
!ective ln achieving compll.ance with
t.h1a section or to provide support.iv.
services that. are not part of the
iJ'&ID. ln chooatns amonc available
methoda for meetins the requlrem
of this section. the recipient ah&ll 11
priority to those methoda that off
Procr&ma and actlvities to qualWed
dividuala with b&ncUcape In the
lntesrated mettins approprtate.
<c> Tf~ pen.ad for eompli4nce.
~plent ahall comply with the ob
tlona establlahed under t his aec:tkilllm
within atny d&ya ot July 11. 1
except that-<1 > In a public howitn« Protrl'lll. .
where structur&l changes ln !a.cWtl
a.re undertaken. such changes ah&ll
made within the timeframea
Uahed ln I 8 .25(C).
<2> ln other howil.n( pro11:nW111a.._1
where structural chances ln facW
a.re undertaken, such chances ab&ll
made within three years of July 1
1988, but ln any event aa expediti.o
aa poatble.
<d > Tra n.rition plan and ti 1'1'14! IM!T"ladt •
for atructural chanou. Except aa p
vtded ln t 8.25<c>. in the event
structural chances to fa.cWtles will
undertaken to achieve procram &e1:i.9i
aibWty, a ~pient shall devel
within six moot.ha of July 11. 1981. .
t.ranalt.lon pla.n aettlnc forth the
Decea&r'l' to cemplete such chl&DI. .
The pla.n ah&ll be developed with
. ystsg1nce of interested penom. .·
cludinc lndividu&la with hU>dlcePS .

ii 8..%4 ~ llloaaiq ProcnmL
<a> General. A reclptenc shall operate each existing housing procram or
acttvtty recetvtnc Federal fln&nd&l assistance so that the proaram or activit y, when viewed ln lt.3 entirety, ts readily a.ccesatble to and wiable bJ lndivtdua.la with handicaps. TIUs. paracrapb
does not<1 > Neceau.rily require a recipient to
make each of \t.3 ex1stinl facWtles accessible to and US&ble by lndividU&la
wtth handicaps;
<2 > Require a recipient to take any
action that it can demonstrate would
r esult ln a fundamental alteration ln
t he nature of It.a procram or activity
or 1n undue financial and adm1nist.n.tl ve burden&. U an action would result
ln such an alteration or aucb burden&
the rectptent . &ball . t&te &n7 action . o~ repreeentms tNlhrt.dllllll
that would not result tn IUCh an alter- with bandk'Al)9 A COP)' of the
a.tion or such burdem but waald nev- tion plan llb&ll be made anJl&lllJeo'fl
erthelem ensure that lncUwfdaala with public tmpect1on. The pla.n a.ball. ·
hand.lcal)9 receive the beneftt. and
m.inJmumservtcee of the procram or &Ctlvtty.
<1 > Identify physical obstacles in
<b> Method.a.. A redl)ient m&7 comply ~plent'a facWtiea that llmit the ·
with the requirement.a of thla led.ton cesaibWty of lta procrama or acttvt
throush such ·meam u rn•n11+ent . to lndlvtduala-witb handtcape; ·· - · · ~
of aentcea to ICCesBlble buildtnp u<2> Deecrtbe tn detail the me
lllsnment of a1dea to benefk:lartea. protbM wtll be uaed to m&U the f
viaton of hoUllinc or rela&ed ~ at -· accemtble;
alternat6 aocfmlble •llitea. al~ ot
<S> Specif)' · the acbedule for ·
emttnc fac:lllttee and coDlltl'Uellon of the ~ nee z ry to achieve
new tacWtiea. or a.ny other metboda a.nee with th1a section and. lf the
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§ 8.2.S

Office of the Secretary, HUD
period of t he tran.ai tion pl.&n Is longer
t h.an one year, identify steps that will
be ta.ken during each year of the t ransition period.:
< 4 > Indicate the otflclal responsible
for implementation of the plan: and
<5> Identify the persons or groups
Wlth whose assist.&nce the plan was
prepared.
C53 PR 20233, June 2. 11188: !.3 FR 28115.

J ul7 25. 11181)
ErnCiit& OATS NOTE: At 53 PR 20233.
June 2. 11181. t 8.24 wu &Oded.. Paracr&Pb
<dl cont&.lna tnformauon coUecuon reQ\11J'ementa tb&t b&ve Deen submitted for ~prov
a.I by tbe Office ot Manacement &nd
Buclnt. It la not effectift unW OMB appron.I hu been obt&ined and tbe public notllled to that etfect t.brouan a technical
&mendment. to t.b.la aect..lon..

8.%5 Public houW.. (lncladiq multi·
family Indian houaiqJ.
( & ) Devel.c)Jnnent and alUration of
public housing. <1) The reQuirements
ot l 8.22 ah&ll apply to all newly con-

§

structed public houslng.
C2 l The requirements of t 8.23 shall
apply to public housing developed
t hrough rehabilitation a.nd to the alteration of public housing.
<3 l In developlng public housing
t hrough the purchase of existl.ns properties PHAa shall give priority to facilities which are re.adlly accessible to
and usable by individuals with handicaps.
<b> E:i:Uting public hou.sin~
The requiremenu of t 8.2•<a> shall
apply to public housing program.a.
( C) Eri.lting public howino-nuct.t

a..ueum.nit and tran.sition plan.
soon

As

as possible. each PHA shall
aaaeaa, on a PHA-wide baaia. the needs
of current tenant.a and applicant.a on
It.a wait.ins list for acce11111ble unit.a and
the extent to which auch Deed8 have
not been met or cannot reuonably be
met within four yea.ra throurh devel·
opment. alterations othenrille contemp lated. or other programs admtnlstered by the PHA <e.1~ Section 8 Mod.·
erate Rehabilitation or Section a Ex·
lattnc Boustna or Boustna Vouchen>.
Uthe PHA currently h&a no &CCellllible
unita or if the PHA or BUD deter·
minea that lnformat.ton rervd1nl the
availability of emee'dhle unit.a h&a not
been communicated suiliciently so

t hat. a.s a result. t.he number of ellgi.-

ble qU&lified individual.a Wlth handion the W&lt.ing list is n ot !lu rly
:-epresent&tive o f t he number of sucn
persons in the are&. the PBA's a.sses.sment sh&ll include the needs of eligible quaillied indtv1duala with handicaps in the area.. U the PBA determines. on the b&aia of such assessment. that there 1s no need for addit ional accemtble dwelling unita or that
t he need la betns or will be met within
!our yean throuch other meana. auch
aa new construction. Section 8 or alteratlona otherwise contemplated. no fur ther &ct.ion la required by the PBA
under thia pan.craph. If the PHA de~rm.1nea. on the ba.iDa of lta needa M·
seament. th.&i alterations to malte additional unit.a acceatble muat be made
so that the needs of e.ll&1ble qualified
tndivtdu&lJI with handtcape may be ac commodated proportioruLl.ly LO t h e
needa of non-handtcapped individuals
In the same catecories. then the PHA
shall develop a tranaitton i:>l.&n to
achieve procram accessibility. The
PHA ah&ll complete the needs aaaeaament and t.ranalt.ton plan, lf one la necessary, &a exl)edttioualy as posaible.
but in any event no later than two
years after July 11, 1988. The PBA
shall complete structural changes neceau.ry to &ehJeve procram accessibility
aa soon &a PollSible but in any event no
later than four ye&rS after July 11 .
1988. The Alaiatant Secretary for Fair
Houalng and Equal Opponunity and
t he Aaaiatant Secretary for Public and
lndt&n Boustnc may extend the four
year period tor a period not to exceed
two yeara, on a caae-by-cue detenn1natton th.&i compllance within that
period would tmpaee undue fin&Dc1al
and &dm1ni8trat1n: burdens on the op.
eratton of the recipient'• public houainc Prosr'UIL Th~Beeretar7 or the Undenec:retarT may further extend this
ttme period in extnordinary circum·
stances, for a period not to exceed one
year. The plan ah&ll be developed with
the uatatance of interested persona in·
cludtnc indtvtdu&la With handicaps or
orra.niZ&tiona repreaent.tng indivtduala
with h.&ndicape. A copy of the needs
&all
m1ent and tr&nll1t1on pl.&n ah&ll
be made available for public tnspec.
tton. The transltlon plan shall. at a

caps

minimum-
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§ 1.26
<1 > Identify PhYBica.l olwta.cles ln the
PHA's facilities 1e.g., d ~ units
a.nd common areaa> tha.1 llmt the accessibWty of Its progr8.Dll. or a.ctlvttles
to lndivtduala with hand.leaps:
<2> Describe in detail ~ methods
that will be Wied to m.akr ~e PHA's
fa.cWtiea accessible. A mA may, if
necessary, provide In il.i plan that it
will seek HUD approval.. under 24 CFR
Part 968, of a compreheame modern·
iz&tion procram to meet Ulf! needs of
ellstble indivtduala with bmt•Ja.i-;
<3> Specify the achedWe tor t&kins
the steps neceaaary to adH:eve compli&noe with thJa seciion am.. lf the time
of the tr&naition plan 1.s limpr th.an
one year. Identity steps ~. will be
taken durtns each year ot the trana1·
tion period:
<4> Indicate the otf!ciai. respensible
for implementation of the~ and
C5l Identify the persina or groupg
with whose asmstance ~·tse· plan was
prepared.

~btttt•

A ( 4-1-89 Edition)

11 8.27 Occupancy of acceu1bte dwellinit
un1ta..
<a> Owners and managers of multi-

housme proJects having accessible unit.a shLll adopt suitable means to
assure that information reca.rdin& the
availabWty of accessible units reaches
el.ig1ble lndivtdu&ls with handicaps.
and ab.all take reuonable nond1scrtm·
inatory steps to ma.:umlu the utillza·
tion. of such units by eligible lndivtdua:la wru.e diaabWty requires the accessibWtJ' features of the particular
unit. To thia end. when an a.ccessible
unit becomee vacant. the owner or
manaaer be.fore oUertns such unit.a to
a non-bandlcapped applica.nt &h&ll
offer auch unit:
<U Flrst.. to a current occupant of
another unit of the same proJect. or
comparable projects under common
controL having handicaps requiring
the accemibWty features of the vacant
unit and occupytng a unit not having
sudl features. or. lf no such occupant
ext.st.a. then
DnCiin 0.\TS NO'TI: At ~ PR 20233~
<2> Second. to an eligible quaillied
June 2, 1988. I 8.25 wu addecl Pvacraoh
applicant. on the waiting list having a
<c> cont&im lnlormauon collectilu> ~ handicap requiring the accessibUity
men ta that have been gubmil:llli Cur· approvfeatures of the vacant unit.
a.l by the Octice oC Mamcement and
Cb> When ottering an accessible unit
Budaet.. It ls not effective ·mUl OMB a~
to an applicant not having handicaps
prov&l has been obtained ana \be public notl!led to that eCfect throuch i. UChn.lc&l
requiring the accessibility features of
amendment to this section..
the unit. the owner or manager may
require the applicant t o agree (and
§ 8.26 Diatribution of ~e dweUin~
may incorporate this agreement In the
unit&.
lease> to move to a non-accessible unit
Accesaible dwelling unib> nQUired by when &vallable.
§ 8.22. 8.23. 8.24 or 8.25 sl\llil:. to the
lll&lCimum extent feasible and subject § 8.%8 Hoaaiq certificate and houainr
•oucher Pl'Ofl'UU.
to reuonable health llJld safety reCa > In c:arryinc out the requirements ,.
Quirementa. be diatrtbuteil Ulrouchout.
projecta and sit.ea and sbd. \w. &nil· of t.hia 9\lbput. a recipient admintaterable in & mtficient ranee al am and ine a Sectlon a. Exiatina Housing Ceramenltiee eo that a QU&Mlled lndivtd· tiflcate-Pl'OIJ"&ID or a housme voucher ·
procram ahall:
U&l with handicaps' choict of Uvtng arCU In providing notice of the availrancemenr.. la. aa a whole.. comparable
to that of other persona ~le for abW&7 and nature of housing uaiathoustns UBiatanoe under ~he same. ance for lower-income families under
procram. Thia provtston tball not be program requirements. adopt suitable
construed to require pro't'illllon. of an el- means to aa..ure that the notice
individuals with
evator in any multif&mb houaiDS reacbee ellsible
project solely for the PUJ'9111R. of per- handicaps;
<2> In it.a activities to encourage parmittins location of aoc willl£ uniU
above or below the accauble grade t1cipat1on by owners. lnclude encouragement of participation by owners
level.
havtn& access1ble units:
family
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§1.32

Office of the S.Oel• ,,, HUD
<3> Wben.iauine a Houain& Certificate or Houmns Voucher to a i amily
"l1 h!ch lncludea e.n tndivid\!JLl with
h aodlca1» include a current listing of
available accesaible unit.a mown to the
PHA and. 1f necesaary. otherwiae uaiat
the f&DllU in locattna an available accessible dwelllns unit;
<•> Take into account the speci&I.
problem of abWty to locate an accesaible unit when conaiderin& request.a by
el.tc1ble lDdiTidU&la with handtcai» for
exteoaiona of Houatnc Certlficat.es or
Houams Vouchers; and
<5> U neceaaary in order to achieve
compll&nce with thia subpart. request
under 24 CFR P&rt. 882. an exception
to the Pair Market Rent.a to allow section 8 cert.lficate b.olden to rent accessible unit.a.
<b> In order to ensure that. part.icipatinS owners do not d1acrim1Date 1n
t he recipient'a t eder&lly a.saiated program. a recipient &hall enter into a
HUD-approved contract with p&rt.tcipatlna ownen. which contract ahall lnclude neceaaary assurances of nondlacnmi.n&tion.
§

8.%9 Ro-wnenhip ~ (Sectiona
235(1) and 235(j), Turnkey llI and
Indian Houains Mutu&A Sdf-Bdp pro-

rnmaJ.
Any housing units newly constructed
or reh&bWtated for purchase or aingle
family <lncludine aemi-att.ached and
attached> unit.a to be constructed or
reh&bWtated in a Prosr&m or activity
reeeivtns Federal financial a.uist.ance
shall be made acceuible upon request
of the Pl'Oll'PeCtive buyer if the nature
of the tiandicap of an expected occupant ao require&. In such cue. the
buyer atl&ll consult with the eeller or
builder/sponsor recard1ns the specific
deslln featura to be 'ProridecL U accembll1t7 teatuns '"'eeledied .. u the
option of the homebuyer are ones covered by the at.andarda prmcribed by
§ 8.32, . thoee features &hall comply
wttb the atand&rda preecrtbed lD
l 8.32. The buyer a.ball be permitted to
depart from particular spedflc:atlona
of theee standarda in order to accommodate h.ia or her spec1fic handicap.
The cost of magtn1 a fadllt.7 acceaaible under this parqrapb ID&J' be included in the monca.e amoun\ within
t he allowable mortcaae llmita. wb.ere

a.ppllcable. T o the extent such costs
exceed allowable mon.gqe llmlt.a. they
may be pa.ssed on to the p~t1ve
a omebuyer. suo1ect to maxunwn S&les
price llmitationa <see :i. CFR 235.320. l
§ 8.30

Rent.a.I rehabW&alion Pl'Ofl"&llL

Each grantee or state recipient In
the renta.l rehabWtation proiuam
shall. subject to the priority in 24 CFR
511.10<1> and in accordance with other
requirement.a 1n 24 CFR Part 511, Ktve
priority to the selection of projects
that wtll rel5\llt 1n dweilln& unit.a being
made readily accesaible to and usable
by Uldividuala with handicaps.
(53 PR 20233. June l. 1988; 53 FR 28115 .
July 28. 1918]

I Ul m.&orie propertieL
U hiatoric properties become subject
to alterations to which this p&rt appllea the requirement.a of ~ •.1.7 of the
standard.a of t 8.32 of this part ahall
apply, except 1n the case of the Urban
Development Action Grant <UDAG>
program. In the UDAG program the
requirement.a of 36 CFR Part 801 shall
apply. AccesaibWty to historic properties subject to alterations need not be
provided 1f such acceaaibWty would
substantially impair the si.gnilicant
historic features of the property or
result 1n undue flnanclal and administrative burdena.
0 8..3Z

Acauibllity l&anduda.

<a> Effective u of July 11. 1988.
design, construction. or alteration of
buildlnp 1n conformance with aectiona
3-a of the Un11orm Federal Accesaiblllty Standard.a <UFAS> <Append.ix A to
41 CFR SUbpart 101-19.6 for reneraltype buildlnp and append.ix A to
CPR SUbput 40 for residential structures> ah&ll be deemed to com.ply with
the requlremenca of H 8.21. 8.22. 8.23.
and 8.25 with respect to those buildinp. DepartUrell from partlcular technical and acopinc requirement.a of
UPAS by the use of other methods are
permitted where substant.iallY equivalent or greater accesa to and u.sabWty
of the buildine ta provided. The alteration of bouatna fadllties shall alao be
ln conformance with additional scoplns requiremenca contained in this
part

2•
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24 CR Subtitle-A (4-1-19 Edition)

§ 1.33
( b > For p\lll)Olle9 of ttilil section. section 4.1.6<1><1> of UFAS &hall be Interpreted to exempt from the requtrem ents of UFAS only mech.&nical
rooma and other spaces that. becauae
o f their intended use. will not require
a.ccesstbWty to the public or beneflci a.rtes or result In the employment or
residence therein o1 lndividua.la wtth
physical bandJcape .
<c> Thia aectton does not require rectplenta to m.&U buildins &lt.uatlona
that have llttle likelihood of being accompllahed without removtrur or aJ.teri.ng a load-be&rlna nructur&l member.
<d> For pUJl)OlleS of th1a sect.loo, section 4.l.4<11> of UFAS may not be
u.aed to waive or lower the minimum of
f1ve percent &eeealble unit.a required
by I 8.22<b> or to apply the m1nimum
only to project.a of 15 or more dwelling
units.
<. e > Except u
otherwise provided ln
this Paracr&Ph. t he provisions o f
U 8.21 <a> and <b>. 8.22 <a> and <b>.
8.23 , 8.25<a> Cl > and <2>. and 8 .29 shall
app ly to facWUes that are designed,
constructed or altered after July 11.
1988. If the desllfll of a facility wu
commenced before July 11. 1988. the
prov1slona shall be followed to the
m.aximum extent practicable. u determined by the Department. For purposes of this Paracr&Ph. the date a facility Is constructed or &ltered shall be
deemed to be the date bids for the
construction or alteration of the facilit y are solicited. For purposes of the
Urban Development Action Grant
<UDAO> procram, the provtaiona ah&ll
apply to the conatructlon or aJ.t.uatlon
of facWUea that are funded under ap.
pllcatlooa submitted &fter July l l.
1988. U the UDAO application wu
submitted before July 11. 1988, the
provt81ona ah&ll apply, to the maximum extent pr&Cticable, as determined by the Department.
0 8.33 B..._. lllij..-ea&&.
A recipient ah&ll modify its housing
Policies and practices to ensure that
these Pollc:iea and practices do not dl&crtminate, on the basis of handicap,
acainat a Qua.lifted Individual with
handicape. The recipient may not
impose upon Individuals with handicaps other policies. such as the prohib ition of assistlve deVlces. a.uxW&ry

alarma. or guides in hoUSlllS facilities.
t hat have the effect of limiting the
p an.icipatlon ot tenant.a wtth handlcapa m the rectp1ent'1 federally asaiated houstng program or actlvtty In vioa tlon of this part. Housing policies
t hat the recipient can demonat.rate 1Lre
essentl&l to the houaing program or
acttvtty wlll not be recarcRd · aa dl&crtm.tn&tory with.in the meantn1 of
thla aec:Uon if modiflcatlooa to them
would result In a fundamental alteration in the nature of the prolrl"&Dl or
actlvtty or undue fln&nclal and &dm.tn·
tstratlve burdens.

II 8.50

~~aired.

<a> Auurancu. An applicant for Fede ral flnanetal ual..ltance for a prolrl"&Dl
or activity to which this part applies
shall submit an usurance to HUD. or
in the cue of a subrectplent to a pnma.ry recipient. on a form specified by
t he responsible civil ri ghts oft1ci&l ,
that the program or activity will be
operated In compli&nce with this part.
An applicant may incorporate these
assurances by reference Ill subsequent
applications to the Department.
( b > Duration of obligation. <1) In the
case of Federal financial aaaiat&nce extended in the form of re&l property or
to provide re&l property or structures
on the property, the assurance will obligate the recipient or. in the case of a
subseQuent trana1er, the transferee,
for the period durinc which the real
property or structurea are used for the
Puri>Oee for which Pederal flnanclaJ.
a•••tnce ia extended or for another
purpo9e . inYOlvins the provt81on of
similar Rnices or benefit.a.
(2) In the cue ot Federal financl&l
amUat&nce ext.ended to provtde penonal property, the amrurance will obligate
the recipient for the period during
which it retaina ownership or pQSISeS·
sion of tbe property.
<3> In all other cue.a the aaaurance
wtl1 oblipte the recipient for the
period during which Federal flnancl&l
aaaiat&nce ta extended.
<c> Cownanu. <l> Where Federal flnanclaJ. asaistance la provtded in the
form of real property or interest in
t he property from the Department.
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APPENDIX B

HANDICAP VERIFICATION

Soec1a1cons1aera1 1ons 1n federally assisted n ous1 r. r. are au tno ri zea by law to a person or family
0 1 a oerson wno is onys1ca11y handicapped . For 1ne p urp o se of qua1dy1ng ior tn1s supplement
1n rent. the neaa of the houseno1d or spouse must have a onys1cal impairment which (a) is
expected to be of lonq ·cont1nuea and 1naefin1te duration . (bl substantially 1moedes his/her
ao1l1ty to live 1ndeoenaent1y, ana tc) is of sucn a nature that sucn ab1l1ty could be improved by
ore suitable nous1ng cona1t1ons .
•V e wou ld aoorec 1aie vou r co mpleting the certtfica1 1on oelow t or

-

- - - ·- - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - ana returning this form in the enclosed envelooe. This information
w ill be usea only tor t he ouroose or c lass1f1cat1on ana establishing el1g1b1lity for the

suop1emental payment .

Sincerely ,
Manager

I hereoy authorize the release of the requested information .

Signalure

Dale

----------------------------------------------------------------- ·---------------------------In my opinion
::__ i s
as aefinea above. Exo1anat1on of the nature of disao1lity or illness:

Date ___________

Signed
Pro 1ess1ona 1 Ti lle
.:.c a r ess

-30-

is not handicapped

APPENDIX
~1strnq

Location

-----------------------------

House
Terrace (Fam l
.\rron Briggs
3arbara Jordon Apt. ?"am l
aarbara Jordon II (Faml
Beneficent House
Braeburn Apartments
Branch Apartments (Fam)
Bridgham Manor
Broadway Plaza (Faml
Cathedral Square I
Cathedral Square II
Chad Brown (Fam)
.::harl es Pl ace
Charlesgate Square East
~ harlesgate Square North
Charlesgate Square South
-hatham Vil lage (f'aml
Codding Court (?am1
Colonial House
Curtis Arms
Deiter Manor I
Deiter Manor II
Dominica Manor
!ast Side Apartments
Edward Cooner House
Etta Apartments (Elderly )
Evergreen/Pleasant Apt. (Faml
Father Parenti Villa
Fo1 Point Manor
Grace Church Apartments
Grandview Apartments
Hagan Manor
Hartford Park (Fam) (Eld)
Hartford Park E1t. (Fam)
Harwol Court (Fam)
Hillcrest Village
Huntington Towers
Indian Village (Faml
J. P. Carroll Towers
.ohn D. Kilmartin, ~r.
Lockwood Plaza !Elderly )
Lockwood Pla1a (Fam)
~anton Heights (Fam)
Maplewood Terrace (Fam)
Harvin Gardens I
Marvin Gardens II
Medina Village
Melrose Apartments
Metcalf Court I
~3 90

~ ~rru.rai

NUMBER
•JF
UNITS

c

of HUD muit1-rauuiy housing.
:tand1cap List~nq
:!ANDI CAP
UNITS

iiandi
C:ffic

:1andi
l Bed

:tand1
2 Bed

Handi
3 Bed

-:

l

--------

:3

9

?

~ 93

i6
179
51
18
88
96
100
93
198

zoo

100
200
100
40
11 9
101
106
200
?l

0

1
0
l

8
1
2

3

1

11
9

i. 2

9

12
6

5

7

l

J

0

a

_a

10

0

10

a
a

204
82
27
36
65
198
98
100

9

l

8

0
0

0
0
7

6
l
0

9

80
392
116
22
130
106
36
198
10 6
101
108
330
111
l 21
24
83
42
60

9

9
0
3

1
8
:4
12

7
6
l

4

8
0

3

0

18

a

12

6

0

0
0
4

4

0

:4

3

4
~s

15
2
2
7
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TRACK

-----------·
OB

J

· -?_
_;i

38

CENSUS

12
_2
2
2
6

6
4
3
j

l

5

27
12
129-09 64-0~
Rehab Count
08
28
10
10
10
08
08
27
23
30
30
30
29
J.2
02
13
08
08
09
31
28
28
32
10
37
08
31
29
18
18
02
20
14
07
27
14
07
07
20
28
13
13
40-13 43-14
02
28

APPENDIX
~i scing

or

c

HUD multi-family housing.
i andicap Listing

:fUMBER
~ocanon

-----------------------------

Courc II
!-! t. :iope Court !FamJ
~ ew City Apartments ( Paml
Jlney TJwers
Oxford Place
?arlt West
?arkis Place
Pierce Manor
Pocasset Manor
River Edge Village
~ager Will i ams Home (Fam )
Scattered Sites ( Fam)
Stratford House
Sunset Village
·"he Colony
:'he Renaissance
University Heights (Faml
Vil l a Excelsior
Westminster Place
~igq1n Village ( Fam)
~etcali

Total:
Count:

OF
\.! NITS

--------

:2

~

~s

J

99

A,

78
.00
10 8
83
82
99
40
252

8
18
8

Handi
l Bed

Han di
, Bed

.

-9

.

-----------

8
11
0

28

5

3

8

l

9

l

1
12

12
4
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APPENDIX D
TABLE E Methodology
To estimate t he p nysical l y d isabled.income eli gible
po pulati o n o r Providence o ver t he ne x t fe w y ears a pro)ection
~ethodology was d eveloped to d etermine t he size o f the disabled
po pu la t io n ~ n 198 9 and :994 . Th e o tals ~ rr iv ed a t by c ~ is ~ etho d
are NOT to be assumed to be that portion o f the disabled
population that would need a wheelchair a ccessible dwelling unit.
~hey are,
rather, t hat broad group that covers all degrees of
physical disability.
The three source documents used in this analysis were:
(A)

U.S. Census, 1980

( Bl
Rhode Island Census of Disabled Persons, 1980 This
document was compiled by The Governor's Committee on
Employment of t he Handicapped.
(C}
D&B - Donnelley Demographics, 1 988 This f ile is
produced annually by Donnelley Marketing Information
Services, a company of the Dun & Bradstreet
Corporation.
Donnelley Marketing Information Services
has developed its own system for estimating currentyear demographics and projecting demographic trends
five years into the future.
The following steps were carried out:
1.

Establish disabled population for Prov, 1980
21.8% (B) of 156,804 (A) = 34,183

2.

Estimate portion of Providence population, 1980, at or
below 80% of Median Income.
a. Median HH income, 1980 = Sll,545 ( A)
b. 80% of Median HH income, 1980 = $9,236 (A)
c . Estimate # of HH's earning at or below $9,236 =
2 9,000 HH's, Prov, 1 980 ( A)
d . Estimate portion of HH's at o r below 8 0% of
median income= 29,000 / 60,157(1. total #of
HH's in Prov., 1 980) x 100 = 48.2%
e. Convert HH figure in 2.d. t o a population
figure:
Multiply 29,000 x 2.4(average HH size in Prov,
1980, (A) to obtain number of people at or below
80% median income = 69,600 people

J.

Esti mate t he proport i on of Providence d isabled
population , 1 980, a t or below 8 0% of median income:
a . Estimate d isabled population o f Prov i dence by
~ u lti p l y i ng t he a ctual p opu l ation 1 56 , 8 0 4 (A)
x
: 1 . 0 %, ~ '- e e st im at e d % o f t h e ~ rovid ence
p opulat i on whi c h i s d isabled ( B) = 3 4 ,18 3
b . Ho l d c onstant t he re l ati o ns h ip of i nco me e ligible
a nd disabled indivi du a ls co a ll i ncome e ligible
i ndividuals in the gener al population:
apply
4 8. 2 % ( 2.d. estimate portion of HH's at or
below 80% of median i ncome) to the number of
d isabled i ndividuals in Prov., 1 980 (3 4,183)
3 4 , 18 3 x . 48 2 = 1 6 ,4 76

4.

Estimate that portion of the eligible, disabled
population which i s p hysically disabled , (not health
o r mentally d isabled):
multiply t hat estimated
portion of th e disabled popu l ation, 5 3.8% ( B) by the
estimated number of disabled people, 1 6,476 = 8 ,8 64.

5.

Fo r 1 98 9 e s ti mat e o f i nc o me e li gi b l e, p hys ic a lly
disabled people:
a. Hold constant the 1.6% estimated increase in
t he general population (C) to the income
e ligible population:
16,476 x 1.016 = 16,740
b. Multiply 16 ,7 40 x 53.8% as in Step 4

6.

=

9,006

For 1994 projection of income eligible, physically
disabled people:
a. Hold constant the .33% (C) increase in population
1 6, 7 40 x 1 .0033 = l6,795
b. Multiply 16,795 x 53.8% as in Step 5.b.

=

9 , 036

